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Abstract 
 

The aim of this thesis is the development of an interactive learning environment 
for mobile laboratories. The development supports the learner’s individuality 
and manages the learning process through lab tasks and other active learning 
forms (self-tests) complementarily. The thesis concentrates mainly on deve-
loping proper tools for laboratory activities. 

The specific aims of the thesis were formulated as follows. 
1. Developing, implementing and testing the interactive learning environ-

ment in a real learning process, collecting and analysing the answers, and 
generating hints both to a student and a teacher. 

2. Developing laboratory assignments with a customised content, integrating 
them into the learning process and using them for knowledge control. 

3. Developing the mobile laboratory equipment supporting the personal 
learning process. 

The thesis concentrates on the development of an interactive learning 
environment for mobile laboratories carried out from 2006 to 2010 in the 
Department of Computer Control of the Faculty of Information Technology at 
Tallinn University of Technology. 

A fully web-based learning environment had existed already at the time of 
the commencement of the present development, but it was based on a traditional 
organisation of the practical work. The experience had shown that this part of 
the learning process did not qualify as expected and was ineffective despite the 
students had identified practical assignments as the most useful component of 
the study. 

To achieve the specific aims, the following components of the learning 
environment were developed and the following activities were undertaken. 

1. The HomeLabKit was developed. It is a small mobile box containing all 
necessary laboratory equipment to perform the practical work. The 
HomeLabKit is designed to be simple and as inexpensive as possible. The 
notable advantages of the HomeLabKit could be considered its mobility, 
flexibility and durability, also its low cost. Besides, it enables personalizing 
learning. Laboratory experiments can be performed at the time and place 
appropriate for a student. In addition to the HomeLabKit, only a computer, the 
Internet and a power network (if necessary) are required. 

2. Flexible, changeable contents of the laboratories with the allocation of 
competencies and credit units on different parts of the syllabus of the course 
were created. Competence-based simple lab experiments were introduced and 
conducted instead of traditional laboratory tests. Compared with the traditional 
form of labs, those changes reduced remarkably the amount of information 
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acquired, and at the same time, enabled the significant increase in the total 
number of individual laboratory tasks. 

3. The operational error analysis based on the student’s attempts, particularly 
the unsuccessful ones, allows to adapt to the student’s individuality and to 
manage acquiring knowledge and skills. The student’s memory model was 
introduced and tested. The model simulates the behaviour of human memory to 
forget with time and highlights possible shortcomings in the students’ acquired 
knowledge. It should be noted that the processing of the reactions of a student is 
instant and serves as a measuring instrument in the learning feedback system. 

4. A new method for compiling lab works, processing of results and 
extracting of competences has been developed. 

5. The environment was analysed and the statements characterizing the stu-
dents’ behaviour were formulated. These results can be used in the future 
development of implementing and complementing the student’s behaviour 
model. 

The contribution of the author of the study lies in the components described 
in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, namely, in developing the HomeLabKit, simple lab 
experiments and the analysis of results, also in introducing the student’s 
memory model. 

The specific aims were achieved. The developed environment was tested in a 
real learning process and the students’ behaviour was observed for 4 years. The 
results of the analysis of students’ behaviour and the answers of assignments 
were taken into account in the organisation of the learning process. This 
analysis was supported by the data logs collected for 10 years. 

The author of the dissertation determined also the main aims for the future. 
Firstly, to introduce the next, third generation of the HomeLabKit. Secondly, to 
develop the competence-based interactive learning environment. Thirdly, the 
results of the current thesis are the great source for implementing the overall 
student’s behaviour model. The author has already started with realising the 
aforelisted aims. 
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Kokkuvõte 
 

Käesoleva töö eesmärgiks on mobiilsete laboratoorsete tööde teostamist 
võimaldava interaktiivse õpikeskkonna arendamine, mis toetab õppija 
individuaalsust ning juhib õppetööd laborite ja teiste aktiivsete õppevormide 
(enesetestid) koostöö kaudu. Antud töö keskendub laboratoorsetele töödele 
vajalike töövahendite arendamisele. 

Tööle püstitatud alaeesmärgid olid järgmised. 
1. Interaktiivse õpikeskkonna arendamine, rakendamine ja testimine tegelikus 
õppeprotsessis, tulemuste automaatne analüüs ning vihjete genereerimine nii 
õppijale kui ka õppejõule. 
2. Kohandatava sisuga laborikatsete arendamine, nende integreerimine 
õppeprotsessi, samuti laborikatsete kasutamine teadmiste kontrollis. 
3. Individuaalset õppeprotsessi toetavate mobiilsete laboriseadmete komplektide 
arendamine. 

Käesolev töö keskendub mobiilsete laboratoorsete tööde teostamist 
võimaldava interaktiivse õpikeskkonna arendamisele Tallinna Tehnikaülikooli 
infotehnoloogia teaduskonna automaatikainstituudi siduteooria ja -disaini 
õppetoolis aastatel 2006 kuni 2010. 

Töö alustamise hetkeks oli loodud täielikult veebipõhine õpikeskkond, kuid 
selles kasutati traditsioonilist soorituspõhist praktikumide korraldust. Saadud 
kogemus näitas, et just see osa õppeprotsessis ei vastanud eesmärgipärasusele 
ega efektiivsusnõudeile, kuigi üliõpilased hindasid õppetöös kõige 
kasulikumaks komponendiks just praktikume. 

Töös on eesmärkide saavutamiseks loodud järgmised põhikomponendid ning 
läbi viidud järgmised tegevused. 
1. HomeLabKit’i loomine. HomeLabKit on kaasaskantav laborikohver, mis 
sisaldab kõiki konkreetses õppeaines olevate praktiliste tööde sooritamiseks 
vajalikke seadmeid. HomeLabKit on projekteeritud maksimaalsest lihtsusest ja 
odavusest lähtudes. Laborikohvri suurimateks eelisteks võib pidada mobiilsust, 
kohandatavust ja vastupidavust, samuti selle odavust. Lisaks võimaldab see 
õppevahendeid personaliseerida. Õppija võib sooritada laborikatseid indivi-
duaalselt valitud ajal ja kohas. Peale HomeLabKit’i on nõutav vaid arvuti, inter-
net ja vajaduse korral elektrivõrk. 
2. Paindlike, muutuva sisuga laboratoorsete tööde loomine koos ainepunktide ja 
kompetentside omastamisega õppeaine programmi erinevatele osadele. Tradit-
siooniliste laborikatsete asemel on kasutusele võetud kompetentsipõhised 
lihtsad katsed. Võrreldes traditsioonilise laborivormiga, on oluliselt vähendatud 
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korraga omandatava info hulka, võimaldades samal ajal tunduvalt suurendada 
üksikute laborikatsete koguarvu. 
3 .Õppija (eelkõige ebaõnnestunud) soorituste alusel toimub pidev vigade 
analüüs, mis võimaldab adapteeruda õppija individuaalsusele ning juhtida 
teadmiste ja oskuste omandamist. Kasutusele on võetud tudengi mälumudel. 
Mälumudel modelleerib inimese unustamist ja näitab õppijatele nende võima-
likke ununevaid teadmisi. 
4. Loodud on uus meetod laboritööde koostamiseks, tulemuste töötlemiseks 
ning kompetentside ekstraheerimiseks. 
5. Analüüsitud on arendatud õpikeskkonna praktilist kasutamist ning lisatud 
õppijate käitumist iseloomustavad väited, mis võimaldavad oma suhtelise 
muutumatuse tõttu kasutada ja täiendada õppija mudelit ka edaspidises arendus-
töös. 

Töö autori panuseks on peatükkides 3, 4 ja 5 kirjeldatud komponentide 
loomine ja arendamine, täpsemalt HomeLabKit’i, lihtsate laborikatsete ja 
tulemuste analüüsi loomine ja arendamine ning tudengi mälumudeli 
tutvustamine. 

Eelnimetatud alaeesmärgid on saavutatud. Arendatud keskkonda on 
katsetatud reaalses õppetöös ning üliõpilaste käitumist on jälgitud nelja aasta 
vältel. Õppijate käitumise ja ülesannete vastuste analüüsimise tulemusi on 
võetud arvesse õppetöö korralduses. Teostatud analüüsi toetavad ka kümne 
aasta jooksul kogutud andmed. 

Töö autor on kindlaks määranud peamised tulevikueesmärgid: uue, 
kolmanda põlvkonna HomeLabKit’i tutvustamine, kompetentsipõhise 
interaktiivse õpikeskkonna edasiarendamine, tudengi käitumismudeli rakenda-
mise täiendamine. Töö autor on juba alustanud loetletud eesmärkide täide-
viimisega. 
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1. Introduction 
 
This thesis is dedicated to the world at the time of the latest  learning 
technology – e-learning – and its inseparable part in technical teaching, namely 
web-based lab activities. The rise of information technology has influenced 
mankind profoundly. Today, computers are put to use in all fields of life – from 
entertainment to scientific calculations. After all, the computer has become the 
main communication tool. 

Although e-learning is ubiquitous nowadays, it lacks the precise definition. 
One among many would be as follows: e-learning is the learning method, which 
is supported by modern technology [1]. E-learning can be informally defined as 
a software solution for educational purposes, which is based on theoretical 
postulates, trends in cognitive science, artificial intelligence, and pedagogy [1]. 
E-learning in its infancy meant the use of electronic media such as audio and 
video recordings, and later the materials in shared disks. 

Education innovations such as e-learning systems make strong connections 
between theory and real-life [3]. Through the years, for ways to facilitate 
learning, e-learning is one of the most effective methods [4]. Then, interactive 
video-conferencing was developed. With regard to the Internet (and in 
particular the data transfer speed), the next development step was to place the 
materials on the Internet. All of this enables to conduct the study outside the 
educational establishment. Next, some modifications of e-learning have 
appeared – m-learning (i.e. learning using mobile devices) and i-learning (i.e. 
learning using portable audio players like the iPod) [5], [6]. 

The main principle in developing an interactive learning environment is that 
the learning process is handled as a technological feedback system based on 
management objectives, an adequate measuring and the appropriate use of 
control algorithms. 

Today, the aforementioned e-learning could be considered as the most 
suitable and flexible learning system for the reason that students often study 
alongside working. Therefore, the courses including laboratory tests and a 
knowledge test can be conducted via the Internet. Experience has shown that 
students accept Internet-based learning with enthusiasm. Students vary in 
knowledge, skills and abilities. Also, they have different amount of time for 
learning. Besides, having the opportunity of using modern technology 
encourages the students to experiment. 
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1.1 Lab assignments 

 

The lab activities have been given a central and distinctive role in technical 
education. Hands-on activities and demonstrations have been developed and 
documented for teaching students. Researchers have also proposed methods for 
creating hands-on learning that help shift the focus from the teacher to the 
student [11]. Some laboratories use technology and hands-on manipulative tools 
to discover concepts and theorems [12]. Laboratory instruction helps students 
develop their experimental skills and ability to work in teams, learn to 
communicate effectively, learn from failure, and be responsible for their own 
results [13].  Based on the studies, it can be found that students learn and retain 
much more of what they experience directly or practice doing, as opposed to 
what they only hear or see [15]. Also, labs can develop skills and attitudes such 
as creativity, autonomy and self-learning to solve real-life problems. 

Nowadays, when technology has advanced greatly and supports learning 
efficiently, labs need to be interactive. Interactivity means that, like in other 
learning activities, immediate feedback should be provided to the student. 
Besides, in order to achieve well-functioning interactive lab assignments, their 
content must be adaptive dynamically according to the student’s answers. 
However, applying conventional technology inhibits achieving the aim. 

The mobile set of lab devices – the HomeLabKit (also HLK) – was deve-
loped in order to increase the amount of practical work significantly. 
Personalized learning allows presenting separate tasks at a detailed level in a 
user-specific way, and that can be repeated until success is achieved. Besides, 
the number and complexity of the tasks can be varied. In addition, the 
developed mobile set makes the learning process attractive. In the developed 
learning environment students submit their answers and are provided immediate 
feedback on their performance. Also, in case of an incorrect answer, they are 
directed  to  appropriate  study  materials.  As an example, it could be compared 
to the way children play computer and Internet-based games. They learn very 
fast, make decisions and draw conclusions of the rules during the game. The 
used method is called cognitive – trying until success is achieved [12], [17], 
[18], [19]. 

The other reason for creating interactive lab assignments is the following. 
Lectures are usually supported by laboratories, but they are carried out only at 
certain times and on limited bases. Besides, they cannot be repeated. Typically, 
courses end with an examination, which generally shows only a skill of 
reflecting knowledge [16]. 

In the current study, in order to improve personal learning, all classroom 
lectures were cancelled.  Instead,  the  lectures  were  recorded  and  made 
available over the Internet. Also, the number of consultations was increased 
because  every  student  is  different  and  requires  therefore  a  different 
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approach to knowledge. 
By the time when the author of the thesis started developing mobile labs, 

many e-learning environments had been developed (e.g., WebCT, Moodle). 
These all had one common aspect, namely they were only teaching tools for 
organising and archiving the results. However, they did not support creating 
adaptive web-based practical assignments. 

 
 

1.2 Motivation 

 
There are several motivations for this work. The most essential motivation is to 
create better learning conditions for students. Experience has shown that using 
e-technology improves students’ motivation. 

When this study was started, the situation was characterised by the following 
aspects. 

1. The learning activities are becoming the part of the modern information 
and communication technology (e-learning) [20]. In other words, the majority 
of assignments became place and time independent. Yet it did not affect the 
practical part of the course, namely, even if the reports were in e-mode, labs 
were still traditional, students depended from school premises and had to a 
lesser or larger extent rigid timetable. 

2. Laboratory space and time constraints will lead to negative effects, the 
most important is the volume of work restrictions – for few students the 
scheduled time may be sufficient, however, many of them need a lot of more 
time [21]. 

3. The laboratory equipment is relatively expensive and obtaining it in larger 
quantities is unfeasible. Since the laboratory equipment is developed only for 
specific functions, it can be considerably cheaper and thus, the quantity of the 
equipment can be increased. 

4. If labs are taking place in the premises of the school, it is difficult to 
repeat the measurements, which is essential in the case the work-related 
calculations show that some measurements should be repeated or added. 

5. Particularly cumbersome and ineffective were the laboratories for distance 
learning and distributed learning of the colleges, because the solutions were not 
effective. 

6. Modern-day students and companies are dissatisfied with the contempo-
rary curriculum. Also, learning methods are archaic [22]. They prefer to use 
modern methods and ‘learning by doing’ [23], [24]. 

7. Many laboratory courses have become an iterative process in which 
students only seek to meet requirements and pass the course [25]. 

These assumptions were in effect in 2005 when the HLK was introduced and 
the first steps were taken in order to change the learning process. The results of 
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this work are reflected from the actual instruction and experience. Intentionally, 
there were no experiments conducted. 

Consequently, the following tasks were set to the learning environment. 
1. Developing flexible labs with a changeable content accompanying certain 

credit units given to different parts of the course. 
2. Automating the analysis of results and generating helpful hints to a 

student and to a teacher. 
3. Creating the knowledge base using both tests and lab experiments in the 

web-based environment. 
 

 
1.3 History of development 
 
In the following, the solutions and decisions that have been made in order to 
reach to the present e-learning environment are described. During the 
development process, a number of seemingly promising solutions were 
terminated after their inconsistency was proved in the reality. Sometimes, the 
outcome was surprising, especially when it concerned commonly accepted 
opinion. 

The development of the e-learning environment in the Department of 
Computer Control of the Faculty of Information Technology at TUT was started 
at the end of the 1990s by introducing simple web-based services which made 
available the course materials (lecture slides), set up some automatically 
processed tests, communication tools (questions and answers), the registration 
for lab events, lecture plans, and provided personal view of final marks. 
However, lab reports and homework were still presented as paper documents 
and consequently, processed by a teacher with a remarkable delay. The delays 
appeared to be cumbersome, extending even to weeks, particularly because of a 
tremendous number of reports. Apparently, the manual processing of the reports 
tended to be rather superficial [26]. 

However, despite of limited facilities, the students’ reaction should be 
considered positive. For example, the survey conducted in 2001 among 134 
students participating in the Introductory Course in Electrical and Computer 
Engineering (“Circuit Theory”, hereinafter CT) in the Department of Computer 
Control at TUT showed the following. About 56% of students used mainly their 
own computer to present reports. The majority (95%) preferred to present their 
reports via the Internet. It was found that three-fourth of respondents (75%) 
preferred to get learning materials from the Internet, whereas 25% preferred 
learning materials on paper. As for exercising, a significant percentage of 
students (84%) preferred the Internet, 12% exercised on paper and only 4% 
used a textbook. More than a half of respondents (60%) downloaded the lecture 
notes from the web, 22% preferred to have the lecture notes on paper from the 
beginning of the course, and 18% preferred to receive the lecture notes before a 
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lecture. Approximately one third (33%) of the students wrote their lab reports in 
a lab on the computer after the measurements had been completed; another third 
of the respondents (31%) compiled the lab reports partly in a lab and partly at 
home; a minority of students (8%) submitted their lab reports on paper. As for 
getting support for solving problems, explanations provided by a teacher were 
on the first place. The most critical remark was made about server faults. 

In 2002, the uploading of homework into the database was introduced. The 
aforementioned supplementary feature simplified processing homework. 
However, delays were not reduced significantly. In the CT, the number of tests 
was increased from 6 to 9, tasks were generated stochastically, but because of a 
relatively limited number of the difficulty levels (10), the average number of 
attempts per test and student was about 10, and that was definitely insufficient 
for persistent learning. 

In 2003, the experimental work was moved to the web in the whole extent. It 
included an electronic form for the assumed preparation for a lab conducted at 
home, and presumed working in a lab with a computer only and uploading all 
results during the work. Certain verification was added to the lab software. 
Thus, the most common errors were marked by the red colour suggesting the 
student to verify his work. The teacher processed the results using the same 
template. 

In this version of labs, there is seen explicitly how students used instant 
feedback (the coloured results of measurements or calculations) – to get the 
result accepted they started to ‘tune’ data. Using several colours indicating 
different levels of accuracy helped the students. A more sophisticated 
‘calculation’ was based on client-side scripts that were available to a user. The 
students opened the source code of the web page and then, after extracting the 
proper parts from it, they could easily get correct results. That has been the most 
interesting in-site operation provided by students. Before that time, file sharing 
(reports of homework, labs etc.) was the most widespread activity in the 
learning processes involving computers. During the following years, the 
students created a number of special websites and Excel files that helped the 
students to get correct results. For some reason, analysing the client-side code 
by the students had dropped to almost zero, probably because the learning 
software did not include the relevant code at the client side. 

During 2003, two series of lectures (both “Circuit Theory” and “Operating 
Systems”) were recorded as audio files. However, their usage was near zero and 
therefore, the links to those files were eliminated and no more audio files were 
produced. 

A significant step was made in 2003. Students had asked several years to 
have a tool for exercising. Manual dissemination and what is more important, 
checking students’ lab reports was inefficient because of a large number of 
students. Using tests for that purpose was not appropriate because those were 
created for an examination and therefore, no comments were issued. Therefore, 
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the Learning Court (Figure 1) was designed to be open for all students 
independently of their current assignment activities. Tasks were collected into 
modules representing separate topics, e.g. Ohm’s law, units (DC and AC 
separately), series connection, parallel connection etc. The modules had a 
hierarchical structure where the higher module opened only when the lower 
one(s) had reached a certain level. The total number of the modules that were 
initiated was 40, but only 268 tasks were implemented. There were 6 difficulty 
levels a limited number of which caused constant complaints from the students 
as same tasks appeared. In 2004, the number of active modules was reduced to 
33, the number of tasks and levels were increased to 332 and 8 respectively. A 
remarkable increase was noticed in the usage of the Learning Court. In 2003 
(the first year of implementation), this number was 6196, then, in 2004, the 
number reached 36,347. This confirmed that the right tool had been found and 
further development was needed. 

 
 

 
Figure 1 Learning Court 

 
The year 2005 marks some decisive actions. More attention was 

concentrated on the success of the Learning Court, the problems with the 
classical organisation of labs and the inefficient control of learning process, and 
the following steps were made. 

First, the course was represented as a set of assignments ordered in the same 
way as the tasks on the Learning Court. The sets of assignments were 
accompanied by a small amount of credit units so that the sum of them was 
equal to the credit units needed to pass the course. The number of the levels 
assigned to the assignments was 13 (from 0 to 12) with level 5 as minimum to 
be considered as the positive outcome of a particular assignment. In the course 
CT, there were 12 assignments as tests, 7 labs and 4 class works that covered 
several test assignments each. So, credit units accompanied with assignments 
were in the range 0.1...0.25, making together 3.5 cu (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2 Hierarchical structure of assignments (in 2009) 

 
Second, labs were still the same as previously and organised in the same 

way, but a new significant project was introduced in fall semester 2005. In that 
year, a project was initiated to design HomeLabKits – the boxes consisting of 
all the components needed to perform labs at home. The first experience with 
the kits was so successful that after a couple of months it was decided that all 
labs conducted both at university and at home would be based only on those 
kits. 

Third, presenting regular lectures was finished and the recorded videos 
accompanied by lecture slides were made available (on a DVD and via the 
Internet). Links to them were organised at the slide level. 

Fourth, the deadlines for presenting laboratory experiments were abandoned 
and the limits for repeating actions were removed. This step was carefully 
considered after analysing the results. The fact that all students’ activities had 
been logged from 2000 simplified the decision-making process. Until 2005, 
tests were also open for certain time but they had to be reopened repeatedly to 
meet students’ requests. Contrary to the common understanding about dead-
lines, the most remarkable effect was that the first students passed the course in 
2.5 months instead of the standard 4.5 months. As for late students, no changes 
could be noted – about 15% remained late. 

In 2006, the development became the main part of the PhD study. 
In 2007, several more significant improvements were introduced. First, the 

student’s forgetting model was introduced. Second, the number of tasks in the 
Learning Court was increased tremendously, to about 15,000. Third, labs were 
totally reorganised. The last action was supported by another project in which 
the second generation of HomeLabKits was designed. In this project, several 
institutions took part and totally 200 kits were designed. Those two actions were 
supported by increasing the number of knowledge levels to 128. That was 
absolutely needed for the implementation of the actions taken. 

Learning without deadlines was a success, but showed clearly that the 
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assignment-based learning system had certain drawbacks: there was no 
mechanism to support remembering the studied items. Once a topic was passed, 
the student did not return to it. Also, the learning environment did not provide 
any guidance indicating students what they had probably forgotten during the 
time. It caused surprises, especially when some final examinations were 
provided. This was the main reason to insert the forgetting model into the 
learning environment as a tool that should control learning instead of strict 
ordering. 

The forgetting model implemented was relatively simple: after every action 
taken by a student, not only a new level of knowledge (difficulty, ability) was 
calculated, but at the same time, the decay time constant was upgraded as well 
the floor, i.e. the level that was assumed to be the long-term memory level. This 
model needed more levels than used before; perhaps even real numbers could 
have been used, but it was decided that 128 levels would be sufficient to avoid 
the discretization effects as it happened in the common assessment practice 
where only 5 or 6 grades were used. Such a low number of state values would 
not have enabled the effective implementation of the feedback control. 

Since the assignments were kept as in the previous models, a student could 
see the last levels of all assignments and the prediction for the next 16 weeks on 
a separate sheet. The length of the course, namely 16 weeks, was approximately 
equal to the length of a semester and was meant for calculating the final mark, 
i.e. the levels were taken into account 16 weeks later. It follows that learning in 
a short time before the final exam (the formal deadline) becomes impossible or 
inefficient, as the learning results will form in four months. 

In 2007, it was also decided to transform labs to the format that had proved 
its efficiency in learning theoretical material. It should be mentioned that 
‘theoretical’ here included besides theoretical claims or theorems also the tasks 
to be solved in tests and exercises. This decision together with the necessity to 
increase the number of tasks in any module, namely an assignment determined 
the thorough development work. At that time, it was obvious that creating 
numerous different experiments was impossible due to the limited resources of 
the HLK and complicated processing of measurement results. From the other 
side, the content of the HomeLabKit supported increasing the variety of 
assignments. 

The most important feature of the assignments created in the developed 
learning environment is that the reaction is immediate and a student sees the 
change of the level immediately after sending the answer. The selection of tasks 
is automated and controlled by a feedback loop including the evaluation of the 
result, changing the state and selecting a new task from the set assigned to the 
new state. 

Before the changes in 2007, class works (micro-exams) included theoretical 
tasks only. Then, experiments were included and the time slot was increased 
from 20 minutes to 40 minutes. The total number of assignments (modules) was 
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21 (12 tests and 9 experiments). The average number of test tasks and 
experiments per one class work was almost equal. This confirmed that 
experiments were more difficult for the students. It was also seen from the 
average results, which were 1.68 for experiments and 1.90 for tests (in the scale 
0.0...3.0). 

After the major changes in 2007, more tasks and some changes in control 
have been implemented. One of those was the confirmation of the final mark by 
a student himself/herself. When the student has reached the required levels in all 
assignments (has been evaluated taking into account 16 weeks into the future), 
the mark is being proposed and the student has two options: to confirm it or to 
continue to reach a higher mark. 

By 2010, it became clear that enough experience had been collected to start 
creating more sophisticated processing of action results. This work was based 
on log files from which it was possible to extract knowledge elements. The 
main goal was to find out where and why students made mistakes or what had 
been misunderstood. The analysis performed by spring 2010 showed that in 
average about 4 instances of elements could be extracted from any task. The 
principal difference from the previous processing was that instead of evaluating 
the specific assignment from which the task had been presented, from every 
answer implication for several elements were made. It had been a problem in all 
previous solutions, because some summative grading was needed to be 
produced. 

The contribution of the author of the study lies in the components described 
in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, namely, in developing the HLK, simple lab experiments 
and the analysis of results, also in introducing the student’s memory model. 
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2. Main features of isc.dcc.ttu.ee learning environment 
 
The chapter is divided into 8 sections. First, an overview of the developed 
learning environment is given. Then, the main component of the learning 
environment, namely the field of assignments, is studied. Next, the ability levels 
and the principles of the the state machine are introduced in separate sections. 
One of the sections is devoted to web-based theoretical tests. In addition, lab 
assignments performed by students using the HomeLabKit are treated. Finally, 
the main principles of class tests and a final mark are explained. 
 
 

2.1 Overview 

 
The learning environment implemented in the Department of Computer Control 
of the Faculty of Information Technology at TUT has been developed during 8 
years as a fully web-based one. That means the absence of any paper documents 
and keeping logs of all activities performed by students. In the following, a 
short description of the developed learning environment – isc.dcc.ttu.ee – is 
given (ISC is the abbreviation of the chair, DCC stands for the department and 
TTU abbreviates the university where this work has been conducted). 

The main difference of the developed learning environment from 
conventional e-learning environments is that conventional learning 
environments are mostly the tools for organising and storing results. The results 
are assessed by a human who gives often a subjective result (Figure 3). The 
main difference of the developed learning environment is that learning is 
controlled by a computer. Assessing and processing of results are fully 
automated (Figure 4). 

To use the learning environment isc.dcc.ttu.ee, a student must be registered 
in it. The learning environment can also be used in a guest mode, but most of 
features are disabled. The main features of the interactive learning environment 
for a student are the following; 

1. communication between a student and a teacher, 
2. the field of learning materials, 
3. the field of assignments, 
4. the learning court, 
5. the registration to a class activity (a lab or a class test), 
6. the HomeLabKit lending management. 
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All assignments that had to be performed in fixed places (a computer class or 
a lab room) have based on pre-registration. The courses have a hierarchical 
assignment structure where a student has to start from lower level assignments 
and move up after successful completing. The structure represents either logical 
order or replaces time schedule. Every assignment is accompanied by credit 
units (0.1...0.4). 

 
Figure 3 Learning as a closed loop: the feedback is given by a human 
 

 
Figure 4 Learning as a closed loop: learning is managed by a computer 
 
 

2.2 Field of assignments 

 
The field of assignments is the main component of the learning environment 
(Figure 5). All active learning based events are organized there. The field 
includes all types of assignments and the information on a student’s current 
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status. All prerequisites are also displayed. In the field, a learner selects an 
assignment by clicking to the icon (Figure 6). 
 

 
Figure 5 Assignment diagram (the student’s view) 
 

 
Figure 6 Structure of the assignment field 
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All types of assignments have different handling routines. The assignments 
used in the ISC learning environment are of the following types: 

- self-tests, 
- lab experiments, 
- class tests (‘micro exams’). 
 
 

2.3 Ability levels 

 
The types of assignments are managed by the control engine as follows. A 
student has in every assignment (topic) its current state (the level of ability) 
described by a value from 1 to 127. Value 0 is used as the initial value showing 
that an assignment is open. The negative value shows that it is closed. The 
assignment opens when all prerequisites have reached the threshold value that 
has now set to common value 77 for all assignments. To change the levels’ 
state, the state machine is used. 
 
 

2.4 State machine 
 
A state change is the result of an action taken by a student – that means solving 
a problem given by the environment and determined by the current state. 
Depending on the correctness of the answer, a new state is calculated using 
transition equations. The correctness is evaluated either by binary values, a 
finite number of values between wrong and correct, or real values between the 
same limits. Transition functions used are shown in Figure 7. In this figure, the 
input (the current state) is located horizontally and the output (the new state) 
vertically. The lower curve corresponds to a wrong answer, the upper to an 
absolutely correct one, the line in the middle marks ‘neutral’, and the bold line 
indicates the threshold level. Neutral means, for example, in a multiple choice 
test 2 correct out of 4 (50%). As seen from the graph, the steady-state value for 
that answer is 38 – far from the threshold. The threshold level is 62.5% from 
maximum. 
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Figure 7 Student’s state machine 
 

One of important characteristics of the transition function is the number of 
correct answers needed to achieve a certain state. For the maximum level 127 
this is 7 attempts. To reach the threshold level, 3 correct answers are enough, 
but this has not been observed probably because such student continued to reach 
higher levels. 

To reduce influence of stochastic probes that was observed in previous 
years, some timing constraints were applied. Depending on the time used to 
give the answer, the change of the state is dumped. For example, in self-tests if 
an answer is given in less than 5 seconds, the calculated change in state is 
multiplied by 0.2. In addition, certain answer configurations may cause further 
reduction. For example, analysis showed that in multiple selection tests, the 
answer mask 0000 (nothing clicked) was a typical ‘probing’ selection and the 
reduction coefficient 0.5 was applied in that case. Applying the timing factor 
did not reduce the number of attempts made by a student, but reduced the 
oscillations of a state. However, the analysis shows that the general timing 
model is too simple and appropriate constants must be applied for every 
particular task or at least for groups of tasks. This is not simple as every topic in 
self-tests consists of about 2500 tasks. 

In addition, the state machine uses the forgetting model. Using the forgetting 
model means that the level decreases in time without any action by a student. 
That may mean deactivation of dependable assignments. Previous experience 
has shown that such degradation is important to achieve learning goals. The 
forgetting model is described in Chapter 5. 
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2.5 Theoretical tests 

 

Students have to pass web-based tests that are prerequisites to labs. Tests are 
not authenticated and therefore they are used as a training facility (class tests are 
based on the same tasks). The total number of tests is 12; the acceptance uses 
the following criteria: to reach to the threshold level (77). All the tests use 
choice answers and have the following structure. A prototype situation is given 
(for example, a circuit diagram with component values) and the student is asked 
to find from other 4 cases those where some characteristic (for example, the 
current value) is the same. So, in every task the number of correct ticks is from 
0 to 4. Evaluation is dynamic: the student has the current state evaluated by 
levels 0...127 (initial is 0). After receiving a result (0...4) from a student, the 
server calculates a new state using a special transition table. The minimum 
number of attempts to reach the maximum level is 5. 

Those tests are not intended to train the application of formulae or standard 
calculation scenarios. In most cases, the selection of the correct answer can be 
started from the exclusion of wrong ones by a simple calculation or observation. 
To find matches, one should compare some simple values or structures; usually 
a full solution is not needed. So, the main purpose of those tests is to train 
different simple evaluation and recognition methods, the most valuable for an 
engineer. 

All tests, except the lower ones, have prerequisites. Before proceeding that is 
checked (the ability level of prerequisite tests must be at last 77 (Figure 8)). If 
the level is lower, the student is guided to prerequisites. 

 

 
Figure 8 Self test processing algorithm 
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Every test is based on a set of about 1500–3000 different tasks. The number 
of structurally different pictures in a test is about 40–50, but the automatic 
reconfiguration produces 4–30 times more schematic: circuit diagrams and 
graphs are generated at a client’s side (JavaScript). 

 
 

2.6 Lab assignments 

 

The major handling difference between a lab and test assignments is time and 
workplace dependence (when lab assignments take place at university) and the 
HomeLabKit management (Figure 9). In addition to the check of prerequisites, 
there is also the check of the correct workplace and the time slot. If lab 
assignments are performed at home, a student must register for a home lab 
(HomeLabKit lending). The idea of lab assignments and the result analysis are 
described in Chapter 4. 
 

 
Figure 9 Lab assignment processing algorithm 
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2.7 Class tests (micro exams) 

 

In class tests, the same tasks as in tests are to be solved, but a numerical answer 
must be given. Also, the lab assignments are included into a class test. A class 
test has some prerequisites: the level of 5 assignments (a lab or a test) should be 
higher than the threshold level (77) including forgetting. The structure of 
processing a class test is similar to a lab assignment (Figure 10). The main 
difference is the task selector. The goal of the task selector is to give to a 
student the appropriate task. In general, the task is the assignment (a lab or a 
test) which ability level is the lowest. In addition, the ability level of the 
assignment itself should be higher than the threshold. After processing the 
assignment’s results, a new level of the current class test assignment is 
calculated. Moreover, the class test affects the level and the forgetting constant 
of a similar lab or test assignment. It is one of the motivating tools against 
cheating. 

The class test is passed when the ability level in each class test topic is 
higher than the threshold level. In case of an unsuccessful result, the class test 
must be repeated. In case of a successful result, the final mark is calculated and 
the student is asked to continue or quit. In case of continuing, the final mark 
depending on the answer can rise or fall. 
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Figure 10 Lab assignment processing algorithm 

 

2.8 Final mark 

 

If all ability levels are higher than the threshold, the final mark is calculated. 
The levels of all assignments are included to the calculation. All assignment 
levels AL (in 16 weeks) and the class work states WL must be >=77. Credit 
units per assignment are in range 0.1...0.4 (a unit equal to 40 hours). The sum of 
credit units must be equal (or more) to the official number assigned to a 
particular course in the curriculum. The weights for regular assignments are 
wa=0.3 - 0.4 depending on the course, and the corresponding weights for class 
tests are ww=1-wa. The average value L of products AL*wa and WL*ww is 
calculated (1). 
 

     (1) 
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The final mark is detected using the function (mapping) described in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 The mark mapping table 

Level 
range 

77-83 84-93 94-104 105-114 115-127 

Mark 1 2 3 4 5 
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3. Developing of HomeLabKit 
 
This chapter concentrates on the mobile laboratory equipment named the 
HomeLabKit. The first section gives an overview of the history of the 
HomeLabKit. The basic concept of designing the HomeLabKit is presented in 
section 3.2. Finally, the usage of the HomeLabKit and the related statistics are 
provided. 
 
 

3.1 History of HomeLabKit 

 
Although a web-based course was conducted in the Department of Computer 
Control at TUT for a long time, the web-based course did not support imple-
menting laboratory works. An important difference between the traditional 
laboratories was that the registration and the reports were web-based 
(essentially just filled web forms). Checking a student’s results was still a craft, 
but there were the learning court and automated self-tests already. 

In 2004, Kuressaare College of TUT began to teach electronics. Some 
courses were taught in the way the lectures were held in different subjects on 
different days and in one subject at a time throughout the day. To make 
laboratory assignments, students were required to arrive to Tallinn, or the 
equipment itself had to be moved to Kuressaare. That is why the idea of the 
HomeLabKit was born. At that time more attention was paid to distant and 
virtual labs [28], [30] which were obviously less expensive and may promise 
higher level of cooperation [31], [32]. Also, at that time no reference to similar 
solutions could have been found. All solutions found were based on distant and 
remote labs (e.g. [27]), but nowadays a similar idea of the HomeLabKit is used 
in several universities [42], [40]. 

There were two choices to be had: a distant lab and a mobile lab. Web-based 
laboratories have been used for a long time. Unfortunately, they are either 
simulations [28] or distant labs (the equipment has the computer interface [29]). 
In both methods, a major drawback is the lost of reality. Computer-based 
communication cannot effectively replace hands-on experiments [33], however 
it can effectively complement them [34]. Also, computers can effectively be 
used to acquire measurement data [35]. From the beginning, the aim was to 
offer a mobile laboratory set. The use of the kit should be simple, flexible, 
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reliable and mechanically durable. It must also be relatively inexpensive 
because it can only fulfill its purpose if there are several kits for specific 
purposes available. 

When composing the HomeLabKit there was a choice to use the industrial 
components or to design devices ourselves. At first glance, it seemed that the 
use of the industrial equipment appears to be a more suitable solution. 
Investigating the matter, it became clear that the equipment, which is consistent 
with the courses conducted at TUT, is not produced or the price of its 
components (e.g. a signal generator, an oscilloscope, a power supply) is high. 
Moreover, there is too much functionality in the industrial equipment. It was 
therefore necessary to design all of the devices. Only multimeters are industrial 
devices. 

Two home lab projects were carried out: the first generation of the 
laboratory kits was for the testing purpose (Figure 11) and the second project 
focused on designing main components [36]. Both projects were co-financed 
from the foundations of the European Union. Besides, one of the aims of the 
second project was to involve other departments and universities from Estonia. 
Both projects were successful: the HomeLabKit projects supported developing 
similar kits in other Estonian universities. 
 

 
Figure 11 First generation of the HomeLabKit 
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3.2 Basic concept of designing HomeLabKit 

 
Understanding of the circuit theory concepts and linking them with practical 
tasks might cause problems [37]. Therefore, all devices must be as simple as 
possible and their characteristics clearly visible. The purpose of a device is only 
to have essential features. For example, an opamp model was designed because 
the real opamp had too good parameters. Therefore, they require relatively 
expensive measuring equipment [38], [39]. 

But the implemented model has all real characteristics of a real, decreasing 
the cut-off frequency to few kHzs. In this case, all the parameters can be 
measured using inexpensive measuring devices. Moreover, the purpose of a test 
is intended only to show the features of the device. Therefore, there was set a 
list of parameters, which were required from all devices. They are shown in 
Table 2. Those parameters have been chosen because of electrical safety, low 
consuming power and computer compatibility. In addition, devices must be as 
small as possible. Properly designed laboratory devices in the field of analogue 
electronics promote the acquisition of the necessary knowledge of the subject 
studied [41]. 
 
Table 2 Required parameters of devices 

Voltages Below 30 V 
Currents Below 500 mA 
Power (V*A) Below 1W 
Frequency Below 20 kHz 
Computer interface USB 1.1 

 
Using those parameters, the following devices were designed: a DC power 

supply, a 3-phase AC power supply, a signal generator with a scope, an 
operational amplifier (opamp), an autonomous twopole, a resistive twoport, a 
transformer and separate components: a resistor, a capacitor, an inductor, a 
variable resistor, a nonlinear resistor. 

To learn essential electronics there is no need of expensive equipment [43]. 
Industrially produced devices are only multimetres and connection wires; all 
other equipment has been designed in TUT by the author of this dissertation and 
under his guidance. The reason why not to use industrial equipment is simple – 
there are no devices with appropriate parameters or their price is too high. 

The appearance of devices has remained the same since 2000 [44], [45]. 
They were designed by the author of this dissertation in his bachelor’s thesis. 
As the design and mechanical parameters of the devices were excellent, they 
have been taken as a model. All devices have been placed into a 35x90x110 mm 
[46] plastic box, which has necessary connection terminals. 

All devices are indexed. Parameters are measured and they are entered into a 
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database. All parameters were chosen so that each device is unique. Thus, it is 
made sure that a student is using right devices. 

 

3.3 Solutions for lab devices 

Next, special attention is paid to a DC power supply, three-phase AC supply, 
AC generator and scope in three separate sections. Also, an operational 
amplifier, twopole, twoport, fourpole, transformer and two-terminal 
components are given as the solutions for lab devices. In addition, different 
types of HomeLabKits are introduced and their content is listed and 
commented. 

 

3.3.1 DC power supply 
 

A DC power source must have two modes: a voltage source – an output voltage 
is constant and independent of a consumed current, and a current source – an 
output current is constant and independent of an output voltage. In real 
conditions there will be some limitations, especially in the consumed power. 
That is why the sources have limitations – the voltage source has the limited 
current and the current source has the limited voltage. Also, the device must 
have an overload indicator with light and sound. 

The first version of the developed source is not used anymore. It had a USB 
connection for power and control. The output was controlled by a PC. But using 
a USB as a power source was not the best solution. The major drawback was 
that a USB interface could not handle the sharp changes of the consumed 
current, even all parameters were below limitations. Because of that these 
devices were used only for one year. 

Because of the unreliability of the first DC source, a more stable DC source 
was designed (Figure 12). It consumes power from an ordinary 220V AC power 
network through an AC/AC power transformer. The device has two independent 
voltage sources and one current source. They have a common ground terminal. 
The parameters of the device are shown in Table 3. Outputs are stabilised; also 
they are protected against an overload. The state of outputs is indicated using 
LEDs and a buzzer. When the output acts normally, the colour of a LED is 
green, otherwise the buzzer will sound and the colour changes to red. The 
structure schematic is shown in Figure 13. The device consists of rectifiers and 
voltage and current stabilisers. Also, it has overload detection and a protection 
circuit.  All  components  of  the  devices  are  packed  into  a  plastic  case 
23×12×38 cm. 
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Figure 12 DC power source 
 
Table 3 Specification of the DC source 

Voltage source 1 
Vout 5V 

Imax 400mA 
Rout 0.5 Ω 

Voltage source 2 
Vout -5V 
I max 400mA 

Rout 0.5 Ω 

Current source 

I out 5 mA 

Vmax 24 V 

Rout 100 kΩ 
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Figure 13 Structure schematic of the DC source 
 
 
 

3.3.2 Three-phase AC supply 
 
A three-phase AC power supply (Figure 14) is intended primarily to explain the 
three-phase power grid system. It can be also used as a one-phase ordinary AC 
power source. The device is powered also from an ordinary 220V AC power 
network through an AC/AC power transformer. The output is generated using a 
small microcontroller ATtiny26 [47]. The output is a three-stage approximated 
sine waveform (Figure 15). The reason to use the simplified sine is simple – 
high efficiency and the simplicity of a circuit [50], [51]. Also, this waveform 
has the parameters very close to a real harmonic wave. The output can be 
written using the formula (2). 

 
 
 

It differs from an ordinary square wave by the missing 3rd, 9th, 15th, 19th, 
etc. harmonics (Figure 16). 
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Figure 14 Three-phase AC source 
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Figure 15 Three-stage sine waveform 
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Spectrum view of  3-phase generator output
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Figure 16 Spectrum of the output of the AC source (negative values indicate the 
phase shift 180o) 
 

The frequency has been chosen 50Hz because most multimetres show values 
correctly in that frequency. That is why ordinary multimetres can be used. The 
device has three equivalent outputs with a phase shift 120 degrees. 

The parameters have been shown in 
Table 4. Using a microcontroller enables to change the parameters of the 

output (the frequency, the waveform) easily. The power supply is also protected 
against the overload indicated by a LED and a buzzer sound. The structure 
schematic is shown in Figure 17. 
 
Table 4 Parameters of the AC source 

Phase Voltage 4.1 V 
Line Voltage 7.2 V 
Maximum current  600 mA 
Frequency 50 Hz 
Phase shift 120 degrees 
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Figure 17 Structure schematic of the 3-phase AC source 
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3.3.3 AC generator and scope 
 
The most sophisticated device is an AC generator and a scope (Figure 18). The 
device is designed because of very high prices of industrial scopes. Industrial 
scopes and generators are too difficult to understand and operate, especially for 
a novice student. When designing, there was presumed that the user interface 
must be in a PC, which gives great flexibility in creating a specific user 
interface (with a different step of difficulty). The device is connected to the 
computer using an ordinary USB 1 connection (also works with a USB 2). The 
physical limitations of the device have been shown in Table 5. The structure 
schematic is shown in Figure 19. The device has a digital part and an analogue 
part. 
 

 
Figure 18 AC generator and scope 
 

The firmware for microcontrollers was designed by Antti Sullin in his master 
work in 2007 [48] under the guidance of the author of the present work. The 
digital part consists of two microcontrollers AtMega88 [49]. One is used for the 
USB interface; another is used as a generator and a scope. The analogue part is 
designed by the author of this dissertation and consists of amplifiers, a 
synchronising circuit and a power supply. 

The user interface has also been created by the author of this dissertation. 
Because of the computer interface, flexible software can be designed. There 
have been designed two similar versions of software – one for Windows 98/XP 
and another for Windows Vista/7. Their interface (Figure 20) looks like an 
ordinary analogue or a digital scope and it is very easy to use. 
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Table 5 Physical limitations of the AC generator and the scope 

Output voltage 4V p-p max 

Output resistance 110 Ω 

Output waveform Any kind  

Output frequency 10Hz – 30kHz 

D/A converter 8 bits 

Number of inputs 2 

Input resistance >1MΩ 

Max input voltage  8V p-p 

Input frequency range 10Hz – 30kHz 

A/D converter 8 bits 

Input amplification +20dB (selectable) 

Synchronization Generator/external 
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Figure 19 Structure schematics of the AC source 
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Figure 20 Screenshot of the AC source software 
 
 

3.3.4 Operational amplifier 
 
An operational amplifier is the one of the most important devices in electronics. 
The main reason why the opamp device was designed is because industrial 
operational amplifiers do not have laboratory connectors. Also, they have good 
parameters and therefore measurement needs expensive equipment. 

Since the purpose of a lab task is to show how an operational amplifier 
works, the opamp device (Figure 21) acts like a normal opamp but all 
parameters are intentionally decreased. They can be measured using the scope. 
The structure schematic is shown in Figure 22. The device consists of a 
differential input amplifier, an adjustable low pass filter and an adjustable 
output amplifier. That means that amplification and the cut-off frequency can be 
adjusted. Also, it is possible to make it unstable with a 100% feedback [52]. The 
opamp device is powered from a 9V AC adaptor. Both input and output are 
protected. The parameters of the opamp and the comparison to the widely used 
opamp TL071 [53] is provided in Table 6. 
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Figure 21 Opamp device 
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Figure 22 Structure schematic of the opamp 
 
Table 6 Opamp parameters 

Parameter OPAMP lab 
device 

TL071 

Input resistance 1MΩ >1GΩ 
CMR 30 dB 86 dB 
Rise time 0.5 ms 0.1µs 
Bandwidth 3–10kHz 4MHz 
Gain 10–100 >20 000 
Max. output current 50mA 20mA 
Output voltage swing +/- 5V +/- 12V 
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3.3.5 Twopole, twoport, fourpole and transformer 
 
The HomeLabKit includes some specific devices needed to conduct lab 
experiments in the circuit theory [54], (Figure 23). Similar devices have been 
used since the early 1980s [55], [56] and the main idea has not changed. Of 
course, the designed devices have different parameters which are stored in a 
database. The parameters have been chosen to match the essential parameters 
provided in Table 2 (see page 36). 
 

 
Figure 23 Course specific devices 
 

The twopole contains a battery and a resistor to increase the input resistance. 
The device is used in labs to learn the Norton’s and Thévenin’s circuits. The 
different devices are produced by varying the polarity and voltage of a battery 
and also the value of a resistor. 

Twoports and multipoles are used to measure their parameters (Z, Y, H, 
ABCD). A multipole can also be used as a twoport and twoports can be 
connected together to measure transmission parameters. The central body 
components of those devices are ordinary resistors connected as an equivalent 
circuit. By varying them, a number of different devices were developed. 

A transformer is used to measure its characteristics and it is implemented as 
an inductor, if necessary. Small-size power transformers are used and different 
transform ratios are obtained using different coils of transformer. 
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3.3.6 Two-terminal components 
 
Separate elements (Figure 24) such as resistors, capacitors and inductors are 
used in all labs. For an easy and comfortable usage they are mounted into a 
plastic pipe. At the both end they have connector terminals. All components are 
labeled randomly and they do not correlate with their real values. The values for 
each kit are carefully selected in consideration the components and their 
different combinations match the parameters provided in Table 2 (see page 36). 
 

 
Figure 24 Resistors, capacitors and inductors 
 
 
 

3.3.7 Types and content of HomeLabKits 
 
The devices are packed into special boxes of size 90×110×35 mm [57] (Figure 
25). There were 5 different types of lab kits which were used in 2009: 

1. the HomeLabKit for bachelor students, 
2. the HomeLabKit for master students, 
3. the lab kit for bachelor students, 
4. the lab kit for master students and 
5. the lab kit containing measuring instruments and connection wires. 
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Figure 25 HomeLabKits – the external view 
 

At the beginning of the year 2010, there were 73 sets of kits available in 
total: 33 HomeLabKits for bachelor students, 6 HomeLabKits for master 
students, 14 lab kits for bachelor students, 5 lab kits for master students and 15 
instrument kits. The customized HomeLabKits are properly equipped to carry 
out labs in bachelor or master courses (Figure 26). Besides, there were 14 kits 
developed for using in lab rooms. 
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Figure 26 HomeLabKit – opened 
 
The lab kits differed from the others by the absence of instruments. The 
instruments were provided in a separate kit. When doing a lab assignment, the 
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student had to use two kits: a lab kit either for a bachelor student or a master 
student and a kit containing instruments. 

Lab kits and HomeLabKits for bachelor students contain: 
- 4 resistors (resistance from 100Ω and 1kΩ), 
- 2 resistors (resistance from 10kΩ and 50kΩ), 
- 1 adjustable resistor (5kΩ), 
- 1 inductor (inductance from 50mH to 150mH), 
- 2 capacitors (from 1nF to 56nF), 
- 1 autonomous twopole, 
- 2 twoports. 
Lab kits and HomeLabKits for master students contain: 
- 1 multipole, 
- 1 transformer, 
- 1 operational amplifier, 
- 2 resistors (resistance from 10kΩ and 50kΩ), 
- 2 capacitors (from 1nF to 56nF), 
- 2 precision 1kΩ adjustable resistors. 
The values of components were separately selected to match the 

requirements in Table 2 (see page 36). In order to help select those, a special 
web page with helpful scripts and calculations was designed (Figure 27). 
HomeLabKits include also the equipment from the instrument kit. 

The instrument kit contains: 
- an AC generator and a scope, 
- a 3-phase voltage source, 
- a DC power source, 
- a 9V AC power transformer (adaptor), 
- 9 connection wires equipped with lab connectors, 
- a USB cable, 
- a digital multimeter M830, 
- an analogue multimeter AVM370. 
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Figure 27 Screenshot of a lab kitting web page 
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3.4 HomeLabKit usage and statistics 

 
The HomeLabKit is used since 2005. The first version was a simple copy of the 
lab kits used in a classroom and it was released for the testing purpose. There 
were only 25 kits assembled for the labs conducted at Kuressaare College. The 
lab assignments were traditional and students made 114 attempts (only 7 lab 
assignments were conducted during the course and they were not repeated). 

In 2007, traditional labs were replaced with simple lab experiments. The labs 
were splitted into single lab experiments. Lab assignments were still done using 
the first version of the HomeLabKit. Its usage grew significantly. There were 
made 15,362 lab attempts during a semester (Figure 28). Also, home lending 
was started. Since the quantity of kits was limited (25 kits) and the same kits 
were used in a lab, the students who could get the HomeLabKits were selected.  
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Figure 28 Lab attempts using the HomeLabKit 
 
The most popular way was “overnight lending” (Table 7), i.e. a student took his 
HomeLabKit in the evening and returned it next morning. Although that type of 
lending was convenient, it had a drawback. Namely, there were students who 
did not return their kits on time. Since the same kits were used at labs, the delay 
caused timing problems. The solution to the outstanding problem came in 2008 
when using the customized lab kits for home and for university was started. 
However, lending problems continued due to the increase of the proportion of 
home activities. In 2007, approximately 40% of labs were conducted at home. 
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Then, the number increased rapidly, reaching 55% in 2008 and 71% in 2009 
(Figure 28). 
 
Table 7 Home laboratory lending statistics 

    Year   

  2007 2008 2009 

Average lending time (days) 1.9 6.6 4.7 

Average attempts per day 27 10 13 

Total no. of lendings 213 262 592 

No. of lenders 90 104 169 

Number of total active students 117 124 212 

Percent of lenders  76.9% 83.9% 79.2% 

Max. no. of lendings per student 10 9 11 

Average no. of lendings per student 2.45 2.54 3.5 

Overnight lendings 41.78% 6.49% 6.42% 

 
Initially, it was assumed that the kits would be used mainly as home labs and 

by limited number of students. But in reality, the following three usage modes 
were applied. 

1. Using the kits as home labs – a student took the kit and performed his/her 
labs fully at home. The time needed depended on all activities as assignments 
were logically dependent. 30 kits were used for home labs and the kits were 
reused by other students. In 2009, there were 6 students out of 60 who 
conducted their lab activities in the full extent at home (Figure 29). 

2. Using the kits in a lab room – the majority of students visited lab rooms at 
university as they needed guidance in assembling circuits, getting familiar with 
meters, etc. Also, the students used the kits in lab rooms when they did class 
tests. 

3. Short-time lending – students took kits for a night or few days, preferably 
for a weekend. This type of home lending appeared to be the most popular 
mode (Figure 30). To be specific, since the number of kits was small in 2007, 
overnight lending was predominant. In Figure 30 it is shown as 0 days. Some 
long lending times (more than a month) were omitted because these were 
special cases (distant learners). 
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Figure 29 Amount of home activity in fall semester 2009 
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Figure 30 Lending time 
 

The percentage of carrying out labs at home had increased and reached in 
fall semester 2009 the following distribution: the largest group had performed 
90% of learning time at home, the next group – 70%, the third group – 80% 
(Figure 29). It could be noted that the students’ learning time comprised 
experimental work, consulting, discussion and class works. Only 2 classical 
lectures were given in the beginning of a semester. 
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When lending kits, the human factor should be taken into account. Students 
had to register to use kits. Then they were allocated a time slot to conduct their 
assignments. At that time, the kits were not available for others and if they 
registered, they stayed in a queue. The queue moved up when the status of kits 
was released. The longest queue was in December 2009 when over 30 students 
were waiting. Here, the following three problems occurred. Firstly, the student 
put himself/herself into the queue but for some reason (s)he did not take the kit. 
Secondly, the student did not return the kit on time. Thirdly, the student took a 
kit but (s)he did not use it. 

To handle those problems, there were set some restrictions. Namely, the 
order of a kit was cancelled when the kit was not taken in time (usually the time 
for taking was 24 hours). If a student did not bring the kit back on time, his/her 
all activities were blocked until the kit was returned. If a student did not do any 
assignments with the kit, (s)he had a delay when (s)he registered to a kit (but 
(s)he could do his/her assignments in a lab). 

The overall home lending statistics is shown in Table 7 and Figure 30. The 
numbers in the table are from fall semesters. The table includes all students 
(even those who did not get the final mark) and attempts. There are omitted 
some very long lending times (more than a month) because these are individual 
cases. The overnight lending and a short lending time were very popular in 2007 
because of a limited amount of kits. Also, it explains why the average of the 
attempts per day was higher than in the following years. In Figure 30 the 
overnight lending (the lending time is less than a day) is shown with the first 
bars. 

Over 75% of students used the HLK at least once during the course. The 
slight decrease in the lending figures could be explained with a large amount of 
students in the fall semester 2009 (there were some changes in the syllabus of 
the course). As for the students who got the final mark, all of them had 
registered to lend the HLK at least once and it was common to all years. 
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4. Creation of lab assignments 
This chapter includes seven sections. First, the historical notes on the relevant 
topic are given. Section 4.2 introduces the concept of elementary lab experi-
ments. Next, the importance of lab assignments is pointed out. In section 4.4 the 
structure of lab assignments is presented. Next section covers processing lab 
results. Students’ behaviour is also under attention. Finally, the teachers’ role is 
described. 
 
 

4.1 Historical notes 

 

Although the course “Introduction to electrical engineering” was converted to 
the e-mode in the early 2000s, the labs were traditional. The main difference 
was the absence any paper documents in lab reports. A student had to pass 7 lab 
works of different complexity and structure. The first labs had to be completed 
during a fixed time slot (usually 90 minutes), some labs needed additional 
homework (after measurements were completed, calculations had to be done at 
home). Labs were linearly ordered and a student had an access to the next lab 
only after the previous lab had become into the state “done” (Figure 31). 
 

 
Figure 31 Lab assignments until 2006 
 

A lab report was composed using the Internet form that was saved in a 
database automatically. The advantage of web-based labs lay in the following: if 
possible, inconsistent data were shown in different colours and the report could 
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not be closed if any required field had been left empty. Measurements were 
made in the groups of two students but reports were individual and up to four 
aspects were evaluated by a teacher: preparation, measurements, homework and 
conclusions (Figure 32). 
 

 

 
Figure 32 Previous complex lab assignments (in 2004) 
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This method had many disadvantages. The most serious disadvantage was 
that students had to pass lab assignments linearly. Also, the labs had a complex 
structure and were difficult to be understood. Besides, the lab assignments could 
not be repeated even in the case of an unsuccessful attempt. Also, it became 
clear that students tended to forget some information obtained during the 
previous labs. 

The solution was splitting standard labs into micro labs where the lab 
consisted of a single attempt. The student had to do his/her attempt until (s)he 
succeeded. This idea works well with the HLK and using the student’s memory 
model. Starting from the fall semester 2007, the lab experiments were organised 
as self-tests and class-tests using the same state model. There was introduced a 
large amount of simple experiments and processing methods to give instant 
feedback in the form of changing the ability level. As by that time labs had been 
based on the HLK for two years, the afore-mentioned developments could 
easily be implemented. The structure of the present learning environment is 
shown in Figure 33. 
 

 
 
Figure 33 Structure of the present learning environment 
 
 
 

4.2 Concept of elementary lab experiments 

 
As noted above, the purpose of single lab experiments is to simplify learning. 
Therefore, the following requirements were written to single lab experiments. 

1. The amount of acquired information should be as small as possible [58]. 
2. The number of (different) experiments must be as large as possible. 
3. The lab experiment must be complete and independent from other 

experiments. 
4. The feedback must be immediate and give instant reaction to a student. 
5. A set of lab experiments must cover the competences required to pass 
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the course [59]. 
6. Each lab assignment can affect the student’s state in multiple fields. 
7. Each assignment must have the level of difficulty. 
8. The probability of repeating the same assignment should be low. 
9. A learning object must be interactive and collaborative for teachers and 

students [60]. 
 
 

4.3 Lab assignments 

 

Competency-based learning is a method of study that focuses on what a person 
can actually do as a result of learning. It places a precise emphasis on the 
acquisition of competences during the learning process by matching 
competences to assignments [61], [62], [63]. 

The role of the teacher as a guide is challenging since the teacher has to 
identify the students’ misconceptions about the material before (s)he can point 
them toward the experiments that contradict directly their erred beliefs about the 
topic [66], [67]. 
 

 

4.4 Structure of lab assignments 

 
Complex labs are split into different lab topics. The topics are divided into 
micro-competences covering the whole subject. Each topic has a large amount 
of different lab experiments. The experiments are made as simple as possible. 
Each assignment has also a certain credit unit and keywords of skills and 
knowledge (competences). For example, if a student measures correctly the 
voltage, his/her knowledge increases also in composing circuits, understanding 
voltage units and also in calculation. In September 2010, there were totally 140 
different single labs created, each of them had a lot of variations. Since all lab 
kits have a different content, the probability getting the same task and the same 
measurement result is relatively low. In addition, it could be considered as an 
efficient method against cheating. 

In the following, an internal structure of lab assignments is described. The 
whole set of lab assignments are divided into lab modules (Figure 34). A lab 
module contains all lab assignments of a certain topic (e.g. Ohm’s law). To 
produce different types of lab assignments, each module is divided into classes. 
In the class, the lab assignment is defined. It contains descriptions of a working 
sheet and also the main processing script. For adding different variations, each 
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class of assignments is divided into individual tasks. There can be set different 
parameters of assignments, for example using variations of schematic 
components. 

 

 
Figure 34 Hierarchy of lab assignments 

 

Simple examples are shown in Figure 35 and Figure 36. The first one 
belongs to the class of the simplest assignments. Some of the first level tasks 
include a picture of the composed circuit. It helps to understand the relationship 
between a real circuit and schematics. Even this task consists of one 
measurement, it has competences in measuring the current, the usage of a 
multimeter and interpolating the sign of the answer. 
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Figure 35 Current measurement 

 
Figure 36 Resonance measurements 
 

The second example (Figure 36) presents a more complex task. Before 
measuring the student has to calculate a value (in this case the resonant 
frequency) and perform measurements at this frequency. This assignment 
increases competences also in maths, because the frequency has to be calculated 
correctly. The calculations can be split into different components (units, 
dividing, a square root, etc). A full list of lab assignments and the related 
competences are in appendices. 
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4.5 Processing lab results 

 

Handling lab results is supported by the automatically executed algorithms and 
the data generated by students. This data is a good source for the analysis and 
statistics [64], [65]. Analysing and creating processing scripts is laborious. Each 
answer affects different states of competences. But the advantage is that is a 
onetime activity. 

Students’ incorrect answers were examined. According to the analysis, the 
most frequent reasons for incorrect answers were of the following types: 
- calculation errors, 
- sign errors (a negative result was given as positive), 
- measurement device errors, 
- errors caused by the incorrectly composed test circuit, 
- measurement unit errors, 

There were numerous specific errors depending on the nature of the 
experiment, which are not listed here. The errors had different characteristics in 
each lab experiment. Based on the student’s answer, the feedback signals 
(measurement results) were provided. The answer was compared with the 
expected answer and the environment showed the type of a possible error. Also, 
it provided learning materials (slide-shows, recorded problem solving examples, 
links to the Internet materials) as a signal to the learner. 

To determine the error type, specific algorithms were used. A sign or 
measurement unit error can be determined easily. In these cases the answer has 
the opposite sign and/or can be multiplied or divided by 1000. In reality, 
students’ answers are more complex and can contain different errors at same 
time. 

In processing lab results the errors caused by a measurement device must be 
taken into consideration. There are two types of errors. An error caused by the 
accuracy of the device itself, and an error caused by its internal resistance. 
Knowing the parameters of multimeters, the estimated results are calculated. 
Also, it is possible to determine which type of multimeter is used, and in some 
tasks an analogue multimeter instead of a digital one can be forced to be used. 

The amount of lab assignments has increased from 2007. In 2006, when 
using traditional labs, each student carried out 7 lab tasks. But after starting the 
simple experiment system, the number of attempts increased. The students who 
got a final mark made 13,362 lab attempts in 2007, and the number of attempts 
was 16,108 in 2008, and 16,817 in 2009. Those numbers show the attempts 
made by the students participating in the course “Circuits systems and signals” 
in the fall semester (Figure 28, see page 52). 
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Figure 37 Correct and incorrect lab results 

 
During the fall semester 2009, totally 16,817 attempts with lab kits were 

performed. The amount of total attempts of the students who had reached the 
final mark was significantly higher than of those who had not completed the 
course by deadline. The large number of attempts is demonstrating the students’ 
guessing behaviour and cognitive learning [16]. From all actions 29% was made 
in a lab and 71% at home (in 2008, respectively 45% and 55%). It is interesting 
that the percentage of incorrect answers is 49.4%. It can be explained by the fact 
that it concerns the students who completed the course by the end of a semester. 

The result of the lab or test is evaluated by a numerical value in the range 
[0.0, 3.0] as 3.0 means absolutely correct and 0.0 is an absolutely incorrect 
answer (Figure 37). All other cases are placed between them. Including some 
measurement errors, the answer is taken as correct if the result is larger than 2.8. 
Absolutely incorrect answers often contain more than one error and therefore it 
is difficult to determine the type of an error. 

Now there are 12 different kinds of lab assignments. One experiment from 
the assignment “AC lab” could be given as an example here. The circuit which 
has to be composed is shown in Figure 38. The student has to measure a voltage 
gain and a phase shift at the given frequency. In addition, the student has to 
calculate the gain in decibels. All values of the components are stored in the 
database. 
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Figure 38 Circuit to be composed in the AC lab 

 
The estimated values are calculated using the following formulas: 
 

 
 
where A is the calculated gain; dB is the gain in decibels and φ is the phase 
shift; R and C are the values of a resistor and a capacitor, and f is the frequency. 
The student enters 3 values: the measured gain, the calculated gain in decibels 
and the measured phase shift in degrees. 

In this case, the measured gain should be less than 1 and the phase is 
negative. The gain in decibels should be also negative. 

The measured values are compared with the estimated values using the 
processing script. 

The phase check is carried out in the following way. If the phase is positive 
and the absolute value is correct, then there are 2 possible reasons: 

1. the student forgot to write the minus sign, 
2. the student mixed up the scope inputs. 
Then, the calculated gain should be also larger than 1, and the estimated 

result is inversed. If the frequency is near to the corner frequency, it is possible 
that the student mixed up R and C. This can also be checked by calculating the 
estimated values with the “mixed” components. 

The gain check is conducted in the following way. There is a possibility that 
a student has mixed up the measuring units. To calculate the gain, the input and 
output units must be the same. If the student errs, then the result is multiplied or 
divided usually by 1000. 

The gain in decibels is checked in the following way. The calculations are 
easy to compare. The result has to match the estimated one exactly. But it is 
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checked also if the student has forgotten to multiply by 20 in the formula (4) or 
has used the natural logarithm by mistake. 

Another good example is the error determination in the twoport 
measurements. Students have to measure the twoport parameters (mostly Z and 
Y) [54]. For example in 2009, there have been analysed 773 incorrect results. 
The students had to give the results for the y-parameters in mS and for the z-
parameters – the resistance – in Ω. The most common types of incorrect 
answers are the following. The student does not know how to measure and 
hopes to pass by answering 0 or 1. Some errors are caused by the wrong 
assembling of the test circuit. For example, the student does not short another 
port while measuring the y-parameters. 
 

 
Figure 39 Schematics to be composed in the twoport measurements 
 

There were 8 basic types of the results (shown also in Figure 40): 
- the answer is 0 (the student does not know what to answer) – 34 attempts; 
- the answer is 1 (the student does not know what to answer) – 22 attempts; 
- the wrong parameter when measuring the y-parameters (maybe another port is 
open) – 179 attempts; 
- the wrong parameter when measuring the z-parameters (maybe another port is 
shorted) – 224 attempts; 
- very large numbers – the student has entered the numbers that exceed 1000 – 
28 attempts; 
- y12 or y21 have the wrong sign (they should be negative) – 64 attempts; 
- the wrong measuring unit (kω instead of ω) – 217 attempts; 
- the negative z parameter (it is impossible in this circuit) – 5 attempts. 
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Figure 40 Incorrect answers in the twoport assignments 
 

Analysing the lab results also shows the effectiveness of the lab assignment. 
The amount of attempts and results differs in labs. Here, the students who have 
completed the course have been considered. In Figure 41 and in Figure 42 are 
shown the correct and incorrect results by the lab topics. As seen, the number of 
attempts made at home is significantly higher than the number of attempts made 
at university. It can be explained by the time spent on conducting the lab 
assignments and the independence of lab assignments. 
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Figure 41 Lab attempts at university 
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Figure 42 Lab attempts at home 
 

Also, the number of attempts shows the difficulty of the current assignment. 
The similar values of correct and incorrect answers for “M” – the measurement 
conducted at university – can be explained as it is the first assignment to be 
conducted. The very high ratio of incorrect results in NT (the Norton/Thévenin 
transforms) can be explained that it is the first assignment where the student has 
to write the answer with the correct sign. In this assignment, about 90% of 
errors are the sign errors. 

When we consider the students who completed the course, it is interesting 
that the maximum number of attempts was made to get the mark 4 (Figure 43). 
Also, it is noteworthy that the percentage of incorrect answers is almost 
independent of the resulting mark (Figure 44). There are small differences, but 
the average is the same. 
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Figure 43 Number of attempts by the final mark 
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Figure 44 Percentage of unsuccessful attempts by the final mark 
 

The slightly higher percent of wrong answers in “mark 2” can be explained 
by the existence a small group of the students, whose aim is to pass the course 
with minimum efforts. Another interesting higher rate in “mark 4” can be 
explained by the students’ attempt to move from mark 3 to mark 4. 
 
 

4.6 Students’ behaviour 

 

Students were not only asked about their opinion, but their behaviour has been 
analysed over the years. Some characteristics have been almost the same despite 
of the changes in the learning environment. In [68] can be found that e-learning 
does not change students’ learning style. Also, the learning style of a student is 
a powerful way of assisting the student in assimilating the knowledge from 
resources [69]. 

The length of a login in the examined years is analysed next. The length 
range of a login session was from 1 minute (checking messages) to 3 hours 
(intensive work). In [70] can be found that the highest probability of learning is 
10 minutes after the login and the activity is approximately 35 minutes. That is 
why maximum 40 minutes time slots are used in classroom activities. 

Also, the correlation between the activity and the time (in a 24-hour period) 
when the activity was carried out has remained the same over the years with 
maximum at noon and minimum at 5–6 a.m. (Figure 45). The higher numbers 
of attempts are between 10 a.m. to 14 p.m. It can be explained with the 
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activities carried out in labs and with the class tests. The overall activity curve is 
related to the learners’ psychological characteristics. A similar activity curve is 
also found in [71]. During a week, the distinctive minimum of the activities 
performed was between 6 p.m. on Saturday and 6 p.m. on Sunday. This time 
slot is used for updates and the web site is closed for the students during these 
hours. 
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Figure 45 Lab attempts (in a day) 
 

Similar patterns can be found in the curve of the students’ activity during a 
semester. Here, the curve is approximated by the logistic curve (K-curve [26]). 
The amount of the assignments carried out can be calculated using the following 
formula: 
 

 
 

However, one can find differences depending upon the modes used in the 
particular course. Homework that is more time-consuming, usually not 
repeatable and would wait for human reaction, is postponed as far as possible 
(the K-curve [26], Figure 46). The time constant is relatively small and 
increasing (τ=0.87 days) when mostly all assignments were postponed to the 
end of the semester. 
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Figure 46 Homework submission before the deadline (Kukk's Curve 2003) 
 

If a course is based mostly (or only) on interactive learning, then the logistic 
curve is smoother, and also, nearly a half of work has been done by mid-
semester (Figure 47). The time constant is significantly larger (τ=58 days, i.e. 
approximately 2 months). 
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Figure 47 Amount of assignments performed during the fall semester 2009 
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The amount of the assignments carried out during a semester can be 
calculated using the following formula: 

 
Thus, it can be suggested to convert the traditional learning into interactive 

and to preserve homework in the classical form only in exceptional cases. 
Besides, students can perform almost all learning at the places selected by them. 
The only action that can be performed in fixed rooms (and at fixed computers) 
is class work (e.g. a partial exam), the frequency of which might range from 3 to 
10 times (á 40 minutes) depending on the learner’s learning style and 
psychological characteristics.  

The students’ overall time of learning is also different. The number of 
students (who passed the course) and the time spent in the learning environment 
is shown in Figure 48. The time shown on the arrow (140 hours) is the time 
formally provided for learning 3.5 credit units. Note that this graph does not 
show the time spent for learning outside the environment (e.g. reading books or 
searching materials from the Internet). 
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Figure 48 Overall use of the learning environment in 2009   
 

At the same time, the number of performed assignments is relatively high 
(Figure 49). The average number of attempts made by 60 students who passed 
the course in the fall semester 2009 was 281 per student. There were 5 students 
who had made less than 100 attempts (the minimum was 66 attempts). The 
largest number was 659 attempts (it is shown in Figure 50 how they were 
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divided in time). Also, a significant growth of lab activities could be seen in the 
end of the semester. By the way, the first student achieved the mark 2 and the 
second student got the mark 5. The average time for an attempt was 3 minutes. 
The minimum was about 10 seconds, whereas the maximum was 25 minutes. 
Only 10 attempts took longer time than 10 minutes. 
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Figure 49 Number of performed assignments per student 
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Figure 50 Number of lab experiments performed by one student (in the  
fall semester 2009). The dots show the days when attempts were made. 
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4.7 Teachers’ role 

 

The role of a teacher is changing. The main goal of a teacher is to help to learn 
and guide to appropriate learning materials [72], [73]. The main functions of a 
teacher are the following [76]: 
- management – the teacher plans the learning program, which includes 
objectives, timetables, rules and procedures, content development and establish-
ment of the practical work and interactive activities; 
- intellectual function – this is the traditional teaching function; the teacher 
should know the syllabus and the particular subject; 
- social function – this is considered as the fundamental function in e-training; 
the teacher should create a comfortable learning atmosphere, interact with the 
students and follow their activities. The teacher should animate, motivate and 
facilitate feedback. In order to fulfill this dynamic role, the teacher should 
design activities specifically for each objective and content, as well as 
motivating and encouraging the students. 

Thanks to the e-learning environments, teaching becomes more personal 
[74]. In addition to the activities in labs, students can communicate with a 
teacher using the learning environment. In [75] can be found that there are no 
important differences between the functions of teachers in the two teaching 
modes, online and face-to-face; and if these differences do exist, they are likely 
to be due to the teacher’s involvement and the institution’s commitment in the 
programming of the learning process. In both modes, the importance of psycho-
pedagogical, technical and organisational aspects of training has been shown. 
And the positively-valued tasks carried out by teachers are identical in both 
teaching systems, i.e., the facilitating of the teaching/learning process, 
combining the explanation of theoretical contents with activities, and 
encouraging interaction. 

Compared to classical learning, the direct stress on teaching the staff has 
slightly decreased (mostly it is caused by the fact that the students perform labs 
at home). For example, in 2009, there have been total 275 activities: 102 class 
tests (micro exams, 40 minutes each) and 173 lab activities (45 minutes each). 
For each activity there were up to 16 work places available. Those numbers 
varied over the years and depended on the students’ quantity and preferences. 
At the same time, the teacher’s activity in the learning environment was 
relatively high (Figure 51). There were 4730 teacher’s logins during three 
months (from November 2009 to January 2010, the data from previous years 
was not collected). The teacher’s page is used to manage students and to 
communicate with them. The teacher’s daytime graph correlates with the 
students’ one. The maximum number of the teacher’s activities was near the 
midday which was caused by the peak of the students’ activities performed in a 
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lab (the teacher manages the activities in the real time). Other time is usually 
used to answer the students’ questions. Immeasurable is the time needed to 
create the assignments, processing and testing algorithms, but a large benefit is 
that the results are processed automatically. 
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Figure 51 Teacher’s activity log in the fall semester 2009 
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5. Student’s memory model 
 
The author’s contribution is also student’s memory model. In the first section of 
this chapter, the motivation of introducing the forgetting mechanism to students 
is described. Next, a short overview of memory models is given. Section 5.3 
presents the first memory model implemented in the developed learning 
environment. Finally, the results and analysis of the related data from 2006 and 
2007 are compared. 
 

 

5.1 Motivation 

 

From the fall semester 2005, the courses involved were transferred to the 
hierarchical assignment structure where a student had to start from the 
assignments of a lower level and moved up after completing the assignments 
successfully. In some cases, the structure represents a logical order, in some 
other cases, it replaces the time schedule. The structure supports keeping active 
a limited number of assignments, usually 2–5 (new) ones. Later, the course 
materials were organised in the way that a learner was directed only to those 
items that were needed for performing the currently active assignments. Of 
course, a learner can also open all materials, and then, more sources are 
available than needed to complete the particular course. All deadlines were 
abolished and contrary to the common assumption that students do nothing 
without strict deadlines, appeared to be not valid. 

As every assignment was accompanied by certain credit units (0.1…0.40), it 
appeared to be a very motivating environment. However, clearer than ever 
before it came out that the feedback system targeting to the success in specific 
assignments may create temporary knowledge and skills. Before that model was 
applied, it was difficult to track such aspects. 

This is why in the fall semester 2007, the forgetting mechanism was 
introduced, and the first one-semester experience showed that it was a 
successful action. Now, it is implemented where necessary and the model itself 
is being developed further using the data currently collected. 
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5.2 Memory models 

 

Human forgetting has been studied for a long time. Probably, the first well-
known experiments were provided by H. Ebbinghaus [77] in 1885. His 
experiments showed that retention is very fast in the beginning and quite slow 
later (following the exponential law); also, he showed how important is the 
repetition (rehearsing). Human memory mechanisms have been investigated in 
many works bringing to complicated models and proving the existence of 
different levels and types of memory (short-term, long-term etc). 

In the developed interactive learning environment, a simple memory model 
is used inside the feedback loop. The model is being improved depending upon 
the results obtained. The application of complicated models (e.g. ACT-R [78]) 
in this case may not produce better results as there are many other factors, like 
the evaluation of the learners’ abilities that are even more complicated. 

In many sources, it can be found that memory models are used to predict the 
student’s state and even mood [79], [80]. The goal in this research is to develop 
practical students’ behaviour models [81]. 

 
 

5.3 First model 

 

In this section, the ability (knowledge level) by the status that can have the 
values from some interval, for example [0,1], is being described. This status is 
used for the task selection and also in the forgetting model. To simplify the task 
selection, the discrete set [1...127] of values is used. The state 0 is used only for 
initiating and it never returns again. 

If S(t) is the current state and Si=S(ti) is the initial state for the inter-session 
(forgetting) period i, then forgetting is modelled by the following function: 
 

 
 
where Fi is the floor level and τi is the time constant for that period. 

The parameters are valid from the end of a session (ti) to the beginning of the 
next one when they are recalculated as follows. 

If a new session starts at ti+1, then a new task is chosen from the state 
S=S(ti+1) (rounded to an integer). If the result of the solution is S*, then the new 
time constant is calculated from the above equation: 
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In case of S*=Si (no retention), the time constant is multiplied by some 

constant, in our case 127. Two more corrections are determined at the end of a 
session. The floor value Fi+1 is set equal to the minimum state obtained during 
the session, and the new state Si+1  is set equal to the last state in the session. So, 
the states in the following forgetting period are located in [Fi+1 ,Si+1]. The time 
constant may become very small and this happens when the first test of the 
session shows an incorrect result. 

It is possible that Si=F i and then no forgetting is observed. It is questionable 
whether a student really achieves such status, but the memory theory claims that 
the long-term memory may be life-long. If the state is too low, a student has to 
continue to reach the threshold Sth marking a positive result. In practice, there 
was observed students’ high motivation to increase S even when it was more 
than Sth (=77 in our case). 

The initial values for any assignments were S=0, F=0, and τ=7 days for self-
tests and 28 days for labs. 

 
 

5.4 Results and analysis (2006 vs. 2007) 
 

As the student’s memory model was introduced in 2007, the analysed data is 
from the fall semester 2007 compared with the data from the fall semester 2006. 

In 2007, totally 134 students registered to the course where the interactive 
learning environment was implemented, and 125 of them started learning (i.e., 
had some assignments completed). By the end of the semester, 73 of them 
received the final mark. In the following, the data related to all 125 students was 
considered. In 2006, 151 students registered, 149 started, and 104 of them 
completed the course with a positive final mark. The forgetting model was 
implemented in 2007 both in self-tests and lab experiments. The students 
accepted it quickly. 

In addition to the states exposed in the assignments sheet (Figure 2, see page 
21), they could also view the prediction graphs. Timed activities (pre-registered 
class tests) were made available only if all preconditions were met by that time 
(Figure 52). 
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Figure 52 Assignment TNC will fall to the lower threshold 
 

This caused additional pressure on the students – they had to return to the 
assignments  with  a  positive  outcome, but  a  negative  prediction  was  made 
(Figure 53). 

 
Figure 53 Prediction curve shown to the students 

 

There were 12 self-tests implemented as multiple choice tests where a 
student had to mark which of four cases were equivalent to the prototype with 
respect to some parameters (e.g. the same current or voltage, the equivalent 
circuit, the frequency response, etc.). The correct answer might be any of the 16 
cases, from no match to all 4 matches. The total number of attempts made by 
125 students was 39,217 or 31.4 attempts per student and test. The number of 
attempts per student was varying from 1 to 1398.  

If we consider the tests started from the levels equal or higher than the 
threshold, the total number of attempts was 12,128 varying from 1 to 659. This 
indicates  that  most  of  attempts were used to get into  the  positive region 
(>=77). 8 students out of 125 did not reach the threshold at all. 
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A year before, more students made only 24,666 attempts totally, and 9953 
attempts were made at the levels higher or equal to 77. The increase for about 
50% in those numbers in 2007 was predominantly caused by introducing the 
forgetting model. 

The number of attempts and the final level were not correlated at all (r=0.01) 
which was demonstrated by the phenomenon that had been observed 
previously: the majority of the students with good learning results continued 
improving even when they had reached the highest states. 

The histogram showing the number of assignments activated at the levels 
higher or equal to the threshold is shown in Figure 54. 
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Figure 54 Number of assignments activated at higher levels 
 

The number of attempts at all levels is shown in Figure 55. The large number 
of attempts at lower levels was the result of applying the forgetting mechanism 
as the students fell back to the lower levels frequently. 
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Figure 55 Number of attempts per ability levels 
 

There were minor differences at higher levels confirming that the students 
who had reached that region were confident despite the forgetting mechanism 
was implemented. The total number of sessions was 4946 per 1264 assignments 
performed by the students, that was approximately 4 sessions in average. 

Figure 56 demonstrates the state dynamics including two sessions and the 
prediction process including the time constant calculation. The data analysis 
confirmed a wide diversity of students in the sense of efforts made in carrying 
out the assignments (the amount of attempts differed for at least 4–5 times). 
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Figure 56 Session results, forgetting process and items for a new time constant 
 

In the following, lab statistics are analysed. Totally, 117 students made 
26,613 attempts in 2,867 sessions (9.3 acts per session). The number of attempts 
per assignment varied from few (2–3) to several hundreds. A large number of 
attempts here demonstrates the guessing behaviour of the students as the 
number of different experiments was rather limited (197) if compared with the 
self-tests (thousands). The number of attempts per assignment should be 
multiplied by the number of kits (25) that makes about 3000 different 
experiments in total; however, dividing this by the number of labs (9), we have 
only about 400 cases per assignment in average. 

The guessing behaviour of the students should be considered remarkable. 
The results were evaluated on the wrong-to-correct scale instead of using a 
continuous scale. No effective way to avoid such behaviour has been found so 
far. Probably, further research and more data are needed as it was with self-
tests. However, it is difficult to compare those results with the data of the 
previous years due to the substantial change of the conditions of the learning 
environment. 

The number of incorrect results obtained by the students was remarkably 
high. The numbers of lab experiments at all levels are shown in Figure 57. The 
extremely high number at low levels 0…7 is a clear indicator of how difficult is 
to reach the proper experiment techniques and the ability to validate the 
measurement results. 
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Figure 57 Lab experiments at different levels 
 

Until 2007, the class-tests included only theoretical tasks. Before the state 
model was applied, the percentage of unsuccessful tests was at the level about 
23% (over the years). Applying the state mechanism increased this percentage 
to 40. In 2007, lab experiments were also included and class-tests were not 
divided into the groups of assignments any more. This made impossible to 
compare the numbers of the test actions taken. The total number of the test 
actions increased by 50% (from 750 to 1100). The distribution of attempts at the 
task levels is shown in Figure 58. In Figure 57, a strong similarity with the lab 
statistics could be observed. This can be explained by the inclusion of the lab 
experiments into the tests proved by the number of tasks: experiments – 7214 
(57%), theoretical tasks – 5382 (42%). At the same time, there are 9 experiment 
topics and 12 theoretical topics that means the following average values: 802 for 
experiments and 448 for theoretical tasks. Those results confirm that the goal 
has been achieved – to stress on students’ practical abilities. 
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Figure 58 Class test experiments at different ability levels 
 

The main goal of applying the forgetting model is to achieve the high quality 
of a long-term memory. A large number of attempts is related partially to using 
of a short-term memory (approximately 30 seconds). To suppress this, 
individual timing parameters were introduced into the evaluation procedure: the 
quick answers changed the state only slightly. The analysis of the log files 
shows clearly that in order to avoid the short-term memory problems, some 
timing should be used in both task selection and evaluation. This means that 
every task should be assigned both a difficulty level and some timing 
conditions. 
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Figure 59 Number of actions active in different time periods 
 

This would be done during the next correction session usually done once or 
twice a year. The final mark and the number of lab experiments are not 
correlated (R=0.12). It was remarkable that those who got the lowest mark used 
only the two-thirds of actions done by the students who had obtained higher 
marks (200 vs. 300). The time constants fixed finally by the end of a semester 
vary from the dozens of days to thousands (comparable with the values in [82]). 
The prediction of the average state for December 31, 2008 was 106, that was 
higher by 29 than the threshold value 77. 

There was assumed that applying the forgetting machine would increase the 
time intervals during which the assignment was active (forced repetitions). This 
effect was achieved as seen from Figure 59 where the number of assignments 
versus the activity period (days) is shown. Very short activity periods had 
decreased dramatically (4 times for the periods up to 5 days) as the number of 
longer intervals had almost doubled. The effect of the forgetting model is 
demonstrated in Figure 60 and Figure 61 where 2 graphs related to the same 
assignment are presented from 2006 and from 2007 respectively. 
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Figure 60 History of one assignment in 2006 
 

 
Figure 61 History of one assignment in 2007 
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Also, the forgetting model helped to decide on what topic to work – this 
claim was supported by 75% of the students. At the same time, 30% of the 
students claimed that the model showed faster forgetting than they had 
assumed. However, it was not fully supported by an independent data analysis, 
and probably the overestimation of forgetting caused more emotional reaction 
than the underestimation. If forgetting is assumed to be slow, then the system 
does not propose repetition and this has certain psychological effect. 
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6. Conclusions 
 

In this chapter, the overview of the development of the interactive learning 
environment and the mobile laboratory equipment is presented. Also, the 
contributions of this dissertation are summarised and future aims are 
determined. 
 
 
6.1 Overview 
 
The creation of the web-based learning environment was started in the early 
2000s in the Department of Computer Control at TUT and its development 
would be continued. 

Finally, the following conclusions can be formulated. 
1. As compared to the lab equipment used previously, and according to the 

analysis of students’ behaviour, HomeLabKits appeared to be efficient in 
expanding students’ opportunities to enlarge their knowledge about electrical 
measurements, analysing the results and understanding the relationship between 
theory and reality. The developed mobile equipment provides students better 
conditions to invest their learning resources. 

2. On the base of the HomeLabKit and the related software, it is easy to 
create different versions of labs. The underlying idea of the learning 
environment is compiling courses from a large field of components (incl. static 
materials, tests, home and class works, labs); HomeLabKits support 
implementing this idea in the area of practical works. 

3. The use of HomeLabKits can be extended to other courses and could be a 
part of labs even in the courses where distant and in-site labs are applied 
because of the limited cost, weight and complexity of the equipment. 

4. The HomeLabKit and the field of competences can also be used at 
schools. 

5. The quantity of labs can be increased with the developed laboratory 
equipment and software. In order to provide a variety in the time and place for 
conducting labs, a part of them could have been undertaken at home.  

6. Lab experiments are integrated into the interactive learning environment 
along with other components. Thus, more numerous and detailed experiments 
can be embedded into the logical structure of assignments. It follows that 
instead of 0.1…0.3cu that are now assigned to labs, experiments will be 
evaluated together with other activities, and as in tests, unsuccessful 
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experiments are to be repeated until correct results will be obtained. 
7. The developed interactive learning environment provides the immediate 

feedback to students by collecting and analysing the lab data and guiding 
students to appropriate study materials. The data can be collected and used in 
the future in order to improve and simplify the learning process, also to make 
the development more comfortable for students. 

8. The main aim of applying the forgetting model is to achieve the high 
quality of a long-term memory. According to the data logs, the students had to 
return to the assignments with a positive outcome frequently and the number of 
attempts made at a low level in labs increased significantly. The use of the 
student’s memory model decreases the amount of temporary skills. Besides, the 
forgetting model supports students in deciding which topic needs additional 
learning. 

 
 

6.2 Contributions 
 

The contributions of this dissertation can be summarised as follows. 
1. The new types of laboratory assignments and the extraction process of 

results and competencies were created. 
2. Flexible, changeable contents of the laboratories, with allocation of 

competencies and credit units on different parts of the subject were created. 
Competence-based simple lab experiments were introduced instead of 
traditional laboratory tests. According to the number of the labs and compared 
with the corresponding results of the traditional form of lab, the competence-
based simple lab experiments reduced remarkably the amount of information 
acquired. Thus, the total number of individual laboratory tasks increased 
significantly as compared to the number of the results in 2006. 

3. The student’s memory model was introduced. The model simulates the 
behaviour of a human memory, namely forgetting which occurs with the length 
of the time elapsed, and highlights possible shortcomings in the acquired 
knowledge. 

4. The HomeLabKit – a small mobile box containing all the necessary 
laboratory equipment to perform the practical work of the specific subjects – 
was developed. The HomeLabKit is designed in order to meet the criteria of 
simplicity and low cost. The greatest advantages of the HomeLabKit could be 
considered mobility, time and place independence. It also supports 
personalising the learning process. In addition to the HomeLabKit, also a 
computer, the Internet and a power network are required. 

5. The environment was analysed and the arguments characterising the 
student’s behaviour were formulated. The results can be applied in further work 
for development of complementing the student’s behaviour model. 
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6.3 Future goals 

 
The main aims for the future are the following. 

1. Introducing the next, third generation of the HomeLabKit. The basic ideas 
for the further development are to use interactive and on-line programmed 
devices. The main benefit is to produce a large quantity of similar devices at a 
low price preferably and reprogram them before the next implementation. In 
order to simplify management of the mobile lab equipment, there is an idea to 
use RFID tags for identifying devices. To separate electric circuits and for 
safety in communications between devices Bluetooth is considered to replace 
USB (if possible). 

2. Developing the competence-based interactive learning environment. 
3. The results of the current thesis are the great source for implementing the 

overall student’s behaviour model. 
The author has already started with realising the aforelisted aims. 
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9. Appendices 

9.1 Examples of lab processing scripts 

9.1.1 Resistance measurement 
 

In the following, some of lab processing scripts are described. In the current 
task the resistance of a resistor should be measured (Figure 62). 

 
Figure 62 Screenshot of a resistance measurement task 
 

Dim R0,X,result2,errate,unit,Temp  ‘ Variables 

R0=VAD("#R#/R")  ‘ Get estimated value from database 

‘ R – result, entered by student 

‘ S2E – subroutine for adding or substracting value  of 
competences . Example S2E, competence, value 
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If Trim(R)="" Then 

 S2E 140,-1   ‘ if result is empty, do not process result ‘ and  
give result as “easy pass” 

End If  

X=CSng(R)  ‘ make numeric variable 

 

‘-------- Unit check------------ 

‘resistance is expected in ohms. 

result2=1 ‘ assign value for competence “measurement unit”  

unit=1 

unit2=1000 

‘ resistance of resistors  in this task is between 100 ohm and 1 
kilo-ohm. If value is lower than 1, answer is given  in kilo-ohms.  

IF X<1 then   

result2=-1 ‘ assign new value for competence “measurement unit”  

X=X*unit2  ‘ also result is corrected for processing 

End if 

S2E 237,result2  ‘ set value of competence 

‘ measurement check 

‘ AbsDeadZone – function for calculating  multimete r accuracy 
Parameters: measured difference, allowed difference   

Temp=AbsDeadZone(X-R0,R0*0.03) 

Temp=Temp/R0 

If Temp=0.0 Then  

 S2E  140,1  ‘ measured correctly 

ElseIf Temp<=0.20 Then  

 S2E 140,(0.20-Temp)/0.20  ‘ measurement error/unsuccessful zero 
adjustment. 

ElseIf Temp>0.20 Then  ‘maybe wrong resistor ? 

 S2E 140,-1 

 S2E 150,-1  ‘Error of composing circuit 

 

End If 

 

9.1.2 Kirchhoff’s current law 
 

In the following, a task where currents must be measured using an analogue 
multimeter (Figure 63) is provided. 
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Figure 63 Screenshot of the task for the application of Kirchhoff's current law 
 

Dim R1,R2, Res, X, Rin1, Rin2, EL, ML  ‘ variables 

R1=VAD("#R1#/R")  ‘ get values of resistors from database 

R2=VAD("#R2#/R") 

‘ make numeric variables I1,I2;i3, I1I2I3 , entered d ata  

I1=CSng(I1) 

I2=CSng(I2) 

I3=CSng(I3) 

If I1I2I3="" Then  

 I1I2I3=0 

Else 

 I1I2I3=CSng(I1I2I3) 

End If 

‘ Determine measurement range and internal resistan ce 

‘ AVM360 

If Abs(I2)<2.5 Then  

 Rin1=100 

 EL2=2.5*0.03 

 ML=2.5*0.1 

Else 
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 Rin1=10 

 EL2=25*0.03 

 ML=25*0.1 

End If 

Calculating estimated values, considering internal resistance 

K1=R2/(R1+Rin1+R2) 

Res=(Abs(I1*K1+I2)-EL2)/ML 

If Res<0.0 Then Res=0.0 

Res=1.0-Res 

If Res<-1 Then Res=-1 

‘set competences 

T4=52  ‘current divider 

T5=139  ‘Multimeter, DC current 

T6=255’ Measuring analog meter  

Res1=Res 

‘ S2E – subroutine for adding or substracting value  of 
competences . Example S2E, competence, value 

‘ calculate estimated currents and overset competen ce values if 
needed 

If Abs(I3)<2.5 Then 

 Rin1=100 

 EL3=2.5*0.03 

 ML=2.5*0.1 

Else 

 Rin1=10 

 EL3=25*0.03 

 ML=25*0.1 

End If 

K2=R1/(R1+Rin2+R2) 

Res=(Abs(I1*K2+I3)-EL3)/ML 

If Res<0.0 Then Res=0.0 

Res=1.0-Res 

If Res<-1 Then Res=-1 

Res=(Res+Res1)/2 

S2E T4,Res 

S2E T5,Res 

S2E T6,Res 

X=Abs(CSng(I1)+CSng(I2)+CSng(I3)) 
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I=Abs(CSng(I1)-I1*K1-I1*K2) 

T1=192  ‘Sum of incoming currents is zero 

‘ using analogue meter a real sum of currents diffe rs from zero 

EL=EL2 

If EL3>EL2 Then EL=EL3 

Res=(Abs(X-I)-EL)/10 

If Res<0.0 Then Res=0.0 

Res=1.0-Res 

If Res<-1 Then Res=-1 

S2E T1,Res 

‘ check calculation 

If IsNumeric(I1I2I3) Then 

Res=(Abs(I-I1I2I3)-EL)/10 

If Res<0.0 Then Res=0.0 

Res=1.0-Res 

If Res<-1 Then Res=-1 

Else 

Res=-1 

End If 

T2=155  ‘Calculation 

S2E T2,Res 

‘ check polarity of results 

T3=152  ‘ Current sign 

If (Sgn(I1)*Sgn(I2))>0 OR  (Sgn(I1)*Sgn(I3)>0) Then   

S2E T3,-1  

End If  
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9.1.3 AC measurements 
 

In the following, the task magnitude and the phase transfer ratio is measured 
(Figure 64). 

 
Figure 64 Assignment of AC measurements 
 

dim t,faas,result  ‘ variables 

 

if V=0 then S2E 252,1  ‘ competence “easy pass” 

‘ if result is zero give result as “easy pass” 

‘read values 

faas=PHI 

t=V 
 

‘compose circuit 

if faas>0 and t>1 then 

‘if both phase >0 and transfer>1 then maybe mixed s cope inputs 

faas=-faas ‘ correction and set competence 

t=1/t 
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S2E 264,-1 ‘ composing circuit  

else  

S2E 264,1 

end if 

‘ in this circuit estimated phase is -45o. Since fr equeny is cut 
frequency, the gain remains same if R and C are mis placed. 

if faas>0 then ‘ set competence R C misplace  

faas=-faas 

S2E 265,-1 

else 

S2E 265,1 

end if 

‘Phase check,  

faas=Abs(faas) 

if faas<33 or faas>57 then 

S2E 266,-1 

else 

S2E 266,1 

end if  

‘ transfer calculation check  

if t>1 then 

S2E 244,-1 

t=1/t 

else 

S2E 244,1 

‘transfer value must be close to 0.71 

if t>0.85 or t<0.5 then S2E 244,-1 

end if 

‘decibels calculation check 

result=1 

Result=Result-(Abs(DB-dBlog(t))) 

if result<-1 then result=-1 

S2E 246,result’ decibel calculation 
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9.2 List of lab competences for the subject “Circuits, systems, 
signals” 
 

In the following, all competences supported by lab assignments created by the 
author of this dissertation are listed (as of February 15, 2011). 

µ ; µ*k=m  ; µ/m=m ; 1/j=-j ; 1/kO=mS ;1/m=k ; 2*PI (w--f ) ; 3-pole 
equivalent circuit ; A=S*V ; A=V/O ; AC admittance, C ; AC admittance, L ; 
AC Current divider LR ; AC power ; AC scope- frequency set ; AC scope inputs 
; AC voltage measurement ; Ammeter is short circuit ; Average PWL ; Average 
sine ; Average square ; C=A*s ; C=V*F ; Calculate average ; Calculation ; 
Calculation - decibels ; Calibration ; Capacitor at high () frequency ; 
Capacitor at low (0) frequency ; Capacitor energy C*V^2 ; Capacitor: current 
advances voltage by 90 deg ; Capacitors in parallel ; Capacitors in series ; 
Complex numbers: division ; Complex numbers: multiplication ; Compose 
circuit ; Composing circuit ; conductance ; conductance unit ; Conductance 
unit is S ; Current divider ; Current sign ; Current source and resistor in series 
; Current source is open circuit ; Current unit ; dB/dec ; DC bridge ; DC 
transmittance, current ; DC transmittance, voltage ; Decibels ; Derivative: 
cosine ; Derivative: exp ; Derivative: sine ; Diode ; Diodes in series ; Driving-
point admittance ; easy pass ; F/s=S ; First order differential equation ; 
Forward bias ; Frequency of harmonic signal ; Frequency response, 1st order, 
amplitude ; Frequency response, 1st order, phase ; Frequency response, 2nd 
order, amplitude ; Frequency response, 2nd order, phase ; Frequency response, 
amplitude, CR ; Frequency response, amplitude, CR-CR ; Frequency response, 
amplitude, LR ; Frequency response, amplitude, LR-LR  ; Frequency response, 
amplitude, RC ; Frequency response, amplitude, RL ; Frequency response, 
amplitude, RL-LR  ;  Frequency response, amplitude, R-RC ; Frequency 
response, constant, amplitude ; Frequency response, constant, phase ; 
Frequency response, phase, CR  ; Frequency response, phase, CR-RC ; 
Frequency response, phase, LR-RL  ;Frequency response, phase, RC  ; 
Frequency response, phase, RC-CR ; Frequency response, phase, RC-RC ; 
Frequency response, phase, RL-RL ; Frequency response, phase, ; R-RC ; 
Frequency response, resonance, amplitude ; Frequency response, resonance, 
phase ; Frequency unit ; G ; G=1/R ; G=I/V ; H/O=s ; High frequency 
equivalent ; I=G*V ; I=G*V, directions ; I=V/R ; I1+I2=0 ; Impedance LC 
parallel ; Impedance RC parallel ; Impulse response ; Incoming current equals 
to outgoing ; Inductor at high () frequency ; Inductor at low (0) frequency ; 
Inductor energy L*I^2 ; Inductor: voltage advances current by 90 deg ; 
Inductors in parallel ; Inductors in series ; Integral: cosine ; Integral: exp ; 
Integral: sine ; j^2=-1 ; k ; k*p=n ; Laplace transform, 1st order ; Laplace 
transform, 2nd order;  Low frequency equivalent ; M ; m ; M*µ=1 ; m*k=1 ; 
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m*m=µ ; m*M=1 ; M*n=m ; M*p=µ ; mA=V/kO ; Matrix: determinant ; 
Matrix: multiplication ; Measurement error accuracy ; Measurement: result 
and error accuracy ; Measuring amplitude ; Measuring analog meter ; 
Measuring average ; Measuring capacitance ; Measuring frequency ; 
Measuring inductance  ; Measuring oscilloscope ; Measuring phase ; 
Measuring p-p ; Measuring resistance ; Measuring rms ; Measuring signal 
fronts ; Multimeter, AC voltage ; Multimeter, DC current ; Multimeter, DC 
voltage ; Multimeter, resistance ; Multipole, measure z driving point ; 
Multipole, measure z mutual ; Multipole, measure y driving-point ; Multipole, 
measure y mutual ; Mutual admittance ; n*k=µ ; n/µ=m ; Negative resistance ; 
No Thevenin circuit for current source  ; Node admittance matrix ; Node 
impedance matrix ; Norton circuit and internal resistance ; Norton circuit and 
open circuit voltage ; Norton circuit and resistor in series ; O*F=s ; OpAmp 
amplifier ; OpAmp Applications ; OpAmp INIC ; OpAmp integrator ; OpAmp, 
2-stage ; OpAmp, finite gain ; Open circuit equals zero current ; p ; Period of 
harmonic signal ; Period of sum of cosines ; Period of sum of sines ; Phacors: 
LC series ; Phase sign ; Phasor, admittance ; Phasor, impedance ; Phasors: LC 
parallel ; Phasors: RC parallel ; Phasors: RC series ; Phasors: RL parallel ; 
Phasors: RL series ; Prefix ; Q=V*C ; R=0 is short circuit ; R=1/G ; R-C 
replaced /compose circuit ; Resistance unit ; Resistor; voltage and current are 
inphase ; Resistors in parallel ; Resistors in series ; Resonance frequency, 
parallel ; Resonance frequency, series ; Resonance, Q-factor ; RMS and power 
; RMS sawtooth ; RMS: combined ; RMS: DC ; RMS: rectangular ; RMS: sine ; 
RMS: triangle ; Si diode forward approx 0.7V  ; Signal flow graph, no loop ; 
Signal flow graph, one loop ; Signal flow graph, two loops ; Step response r(0) 
; Step response r(8) ; Step response: CR ; Step response: CR expression ; Step 
response: LR ; Step response: LR expression ; Step response: RC ; Step 
response: RC expression ; Step response: RCR ; Step response: RCR expression 
; Step response: RL ; Step response: RL expression ; Step response: RLR ; Sum 
of incoming currents is zero ; Sum of outgoing currents is zero ; Zero current 
implies zero voltage ; Zero voltage implies zero current ; Thevenin circuit ; 
Thevenin circuit and open circuit voltage ; Thevenin circuit and resistor in 
parallel ; Thevenin circuit and resistor in series ; Thevenin circuit and short 
circuit current ; Time constant ; Time constant, RC ; Time constant, RL ; 
Transfer calculation ; Transfer function RC ; Transfer function RL ; 
Transmittance at frequency f ; Twopole, linear ; Twoport other port shorted 
Y12Y21 ; Twoport, ABCD ; Twoport, h input ; Twoport, h mutual ; Twoport, z 
input ; Twoport, z mutual ; Twoport, y input ; Twoport, y mutual ; Twoport: 
ABCD measurement ; Twoport: H measurement ; Twoport: measurement ; 
Twoport: Z measurement ; Twoport: Y measurement ; W ; V*mS=mA ; 
W/AA=O ; W/VV=S ; W=A*V ; V=A/S ; V=O*A ; V=R*I ; V=R*I, directions ; 
V1:V2=n1:n2 ; Wb=V*s ; Vo<0 and Is>0 means R>0 ; Vo>0 and Is<0 means 
R>0 ; Voltage divider ; Voltage divider, loaded ; Voltage is difference of 
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potentials ; Voltage measurement ; Voltage sign ; Voltage source and resistor 
in parallel ; Voltage source and resistor in series ; Voltage source is short 
circuit ; Voltage sources in series ; Voltage sum in loop is zero ; Voltage unit ; 
Voltmeter and resistor in series ; Voltmeter is open circuit  
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